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Introduction
This Consultation Statement has been prepared to fulfil the legal obligations of the
Neighbourhood Planning Regulations in accordance with the Localism Act 2011 in respect of The
Bottesford Neighbourhood Plan (NP). The legal basis of the statement is provided by Section 15(2)
of Part 5 of the 2012 Neighbourhood Planning Regulations, which requires that a consultation
statement should
•
•
•
•

Contain details of the persons and bodies who were consulted about the proposed
Neighbourhood Plan
Explain how they were consulted
Summarise the main issues and concerns raised by the persons consulted
Describe how those issues and concerns have been considered and, where relevant,
addressed in the proposed Neighbourhood Plan.

Summary of Consultation Activities
The subject of developing a NP was first raised in April 2013. A questionnaire was sent to all
residents (see Appendix A). 343 replies were received of which 336 gave an emphatic ‘yes’ to our
questions. There were 3 ‘nos’ and 4 were undecided. From the 336 positive replies, we have had
171 people who would like to get more involved or receive more information.
This resounding support meant that the Parish Council proceeded to prepare a Neighbourhood
Plan. The Parish was designated a Neighbourhood Plan area by Melton Borough Council on 6th
November 2013.
From 2014- 2015 a Steering Group of 25 local residents worked together to start the Plan. The
group were representative of the local community and included residents, farmers, business
people, local retailers, school workers, parents, people of all ages (our youngest was 12 and our
oldest over 75) and all four villages were represented - Bottesford, Easthorpe, Muston and
Normanton. A love of these villages brought the team together with a determination to see the
Parish develop and thrive and not to be spoilt in the process. This Group gathered the views of
the local residents in the 2015 Residents Survey in order to write the Neighbourhood Plan.
Over the past 15 months a Steering Group of 25 local residents has been working together to write
this Plan. We are a representative group of the Parish residents including farmers, business
people, local retailers, school workers, parents, people of all ages (our youngest is 12 and our
oldest over 75) and we are from all four villages - Bottesford, Easthorpe, Muston and Normanton.
A love of these villages has brought the team together with a determination to see the Parish
develop and thrive and not to be spoilt in the process. This Group gathered the views of the local
residents (see the Residents Survey 2015 at Appendix B) in order to write the Neighbourhood Plan.
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Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group meeting 2015
The Draft Bottesford Parish Neighbourhood Plan has been prepared over a six year period by
members of Bottesford Parish Council (the qualifying body) and the Neighbourhood Plan Steering
Group – comprising a wide cross section of resident volunteers.
Administrative support and advice have been provided throughout by Melton Borough Council,
the Rural Community Council and independent planning advice. Financial support has been
received from Locality, Big Society and Bottesford Parish Council.
Meetings of the Steering Group in 2015
The Parish Council has been kept informed of the developing Melton Local Plan with particular
reference to the Parish of Bottesford. It has been assisted by reports from Pru Chandler and David
Wright our Ward Borough Councillors. Additionally, members of the Steering Group have
participated as members of the Melton Local Plan Reference Groups, attended relevant Planning
Committee meetings and Neighbourhood Plan meetings organised by Melton Borough Council.
The Parish Council endorsed the Steering Group’s response to Melton Borough Council’s Issues
and Options (September 2014) and Emerging Options documents (January 2016).

Consultation with specialist advisers
The Parish Council and the Steering Group, coming new to the challenges of preparing a
Neighbourhood Plan, recognised at an early stage that to produce a high quality Neighbourhood
Plan would require considerable professional planning knowledge and experience. It was
therefore decided to engage with the following consultants for advice and guidance.
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i. The Rural Community Council (RCC) advised and assisted throughout the process, facilitated
public engagement meetings and independently reported on the outcomes.
ii. Mr Ron Simpson, to share his experience as the principal author of the successful Uppingham
Neighbourhood Plan.
iii. The Design Council’s Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment (CABE) experts
specialising in the design of sustainable places where people want to live and work. They were
asked to consider and advise on how their core principle of ‘good design in creating places and
spaces that improves everyone’s quality of life’ could best be applied in the future development
of Bottesford Parish. Towards this end, they visited the Parish, examining its layout - including
sites proposed by landowners for future residential development. With this knowledge they then
conducted a series of open workshops with the Steering Group on what makes the Parish a special
place and how the Parish could be least adversely affected by growth and, indeed, potentially
enhanced by appropriately located sensitive development.
iv. Hamilton-Baillie Associates – specialising in the ‘shared space principles for street design and
addressing traffic issues in smaller towns and villages’. They were asked to consider the major
issue of traffic within the centre of Bottesford – notably the east-west road that still maintains the
structure and appearance of the old A52 as it passed through the village until 1989. Working with
the Steering Group, they made a number of design proposals that could transform the road to a
safer, more pleasant and appropriate area within the village centre. Report available at
https://bottesfordparishneighbourhoodplan.org.uk/evidence-base
v. The Environment Agency regarding flooding issues. Bottesford, as one of the lowest lying
locations within Leicestershire, is known as a major flood risk area. The Steering Group undertook
discussion with the Environment Agency on the present designation of areas within the Parish
known to flood and how this designation will be reviewed by the Agency in the light of local
knowledge and the impact of climate change.
vi. Sustrans (the national charity that makes it easier for people to walk and cycle – sustainable
transport). Sustrans intend to build a cycle bridge across the A52 bypass. The Steering Group
obtained agreement that an eastern location, linking Muston with the remainder of the Parish,
would be favoured within the Neighbourhood Plan. The Sustran ideas are reflected in Policy 7.
vii. Midlands Rural Housing, supported by the Melton Borough’s Head of Regulatory Services,
gave the Steering Group detailed information on potential housing needs and provision within the
Parish.
viii. The Joseph Rowntree Housing Trust. Members of the Steering Group visited the Building for
Life 12 award winning Derwenthorpe estate in York and discussed how high quality, design led,
developments can be achieved through close co-operation between a landowner, the local
planning authority, architects and a commissioned construction company.
ix. Studio Partington, the architects for Derwenthorpe, made a special presentation advising the
Steering Group on how they procured the work and the processes of engaging a construction
company competent to fulfil the design brief.
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x. The Bottesford Flood Warden advised on areas of the Parish with the lowest flood risk.
xi. Leicestershire Police advised on residential design to minimise crime.
xii. Melton Borough Council’s Local Plan Manager explained that conformity is required between
the Melton Local Plan and the Neighbourhood Plan.
xiii. Independent Planning Expert Mr Lance Wiggins on framing the Parish Council’s response to
the emerging Melton Local Plan.
Xiv appointing Helen Metcalfe (Planning with People) to do a health check on the draft Plan in
January 2019 which resulted in significant revisions during 2019 and 2020 in preparation for
Regulation 14 Consultation.

Consultation with residents and stakeholders - timeline
At the same time as obtaining the specialist expert advice, the Parish Council and the Steering
Group have ensured that extensive consultation and engagement with Parish residents and
stakeholders have taken place. All the monthly Steering Group meetings have been open to the
public.
On June 5th 2014 Parish residents attended a successful Open Public Meeting that filled
Bottesford Village Hall. Mr Ron Simpson, principal author of the adopted Uppingham
Neighbourhood Plan, outlined the objectives, problems and strategies of preparing a
Neighbourhood Plan. He was supported by members of Melton Borough planning team. This then
provided the opportunity for residents to discuss what they like and dislike about the Parish and
in what ways they would, and would not, like it to change. The question was put to the meeting
’Do we need a Neighbourhood Plan?’ The majority decided that they wanted a Neighbourhood
Plan. Invitations were then extended to anyone wishing to join the Neighbourhood Plan Steering
Group.
On 14th October 2014, to ensure that consultation was as inclusive as possible, local businesses
and service providers were invited to a special Stakeholders’ Meeting in the Village Hall to explore
their specific perceived needs and objectives within the time frame of the Neighbourhood Plan.
This was followed by a questionnaire sent to all stakeholders in the Parish, including businesses,
retailers, schools, medical practices, places of worship and sports clubs
On 18th November 2014 presentations were made to the Steering Group by the potential
developers/agents of five of the Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment Sites (often
known as SHLAA sites) within the Parish. These were sites registered with Melton Borough Council
for potential housing development.
Planit-X for Rectory Farm,
Bloor Homes for Grantham Road,
Roseland Group for Normanton Airfield and Hanger 9, (subsequently removed from
consideration by Melton Borough Council)
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Barratt’s/Brown for Belvoir Road, later built as ‘The Wickets’, the remainder of the proposal
subsequently removed from consideration by Melton Borough Council.
In February 2015 ideas and opinions about the Parish were collected from pupils of Belvoir High
School and Bottesford C. of E. Primary School.
On March 24th 2015 presentations were made to the Steering Group by potential developers of
two further SHLAA sites –
Roseland Group for a site in Normanton west of Normanton Lane (subsequently removed
from consideration by Melton Borough Council)
Mr Neville Spick for a site between Bottesford and Easthorpe. (subsequently removed from
consideration by Melton Borough Council)
During March 2015 The Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group set up its own website and Facebook
pages. The web site has been updated again in 2020 and is now at
https://bottesfordparishneighbourhoodplan.org.uk
On 12th May 2015 Bloor Homes and Planit-X made further presentations to update the Steering
Group.
On 23rd June 2015 a Public Engagement Meeting was held in the Village Hall attended by 172
residents for two purposes
a) Residents were invited to comment on the design and development criteria that the
Steering Group had produced following the previous consultations with the Commission for
Architecture and the Built Environment and Parish residents.
b) All potential developers were invited to make Display Board presentations of schemes for
their respective sites. Four attended (Planit-X, Barratt’s, Mr James Goodson and Mr Neville
Spick) and members of the public were able to discuss their proposals with them. See RCC’s
report in Supporting Information.

Photo 1- Public Engagement meeting 23rd June 2015

In June 2015, on behalf of Midlands Rural Housing, the Steering Group delivered a Housing Needs
Survey to every Parish household. An Interim Report was received in September and, after input
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by Melton Borough Council, the Final Report that helped guide the Steering Group was issued in
March 2016. Report available at https://bottesfordparishneighbourhoodplan.org.uk/evidencebase
In November 2015 a Residents’ Questionnaire was distributed to all Parish households. The
return rate was 24%, which is above average and considered good for questionnaire response.
Report available at https://bottesfordparishneighbourhoodplan.org.uk/evidence-base . This is
discussed further in the next section.
This Questionnaire included a separate Letter of Invitation to a further Public Engagement
Meeting on 12th December in the Old School at which the then known SHLAA sites would be
displayed for evaluation. Telephone numbers were included for any residents who had queries
about the questionnaire.
On December 12th 2015 a ‘Drop-in’ Public Engagement day, with hourly start times, attended by
70 residents, was held in the Old School. Each group was given a presentation by the Chair of the
Steering Group detailing the questionnaire responses. They were then invited to evaluate the
SHLAA sites and indicate their preferences. All of the then current SHLAA sites were shown. The
display illustrated the most recent (8th December, 2015) information from Melton Borough
Council. It showed the sites they had rejected following the required preliminary assessment
(sieving process) and the remaining potential site options.
On 25th February 2016 Messrs Daybell (land behind Daybells’ Barns) and Planit-X (Rectory Farm)
updated the Steering Group on their potential developments.
On April 5th 2016 the Steering Group arranged a special meeting in Bottesford Village Hall to
advise residents living near the Rectory Farm SHLAA site of the opportunity for them to accept
the invitation by the site’s agent to join the series of Design Workshops that he had
commissioned to be run by Mr Stefan Kruczkowski - joint author of the influential Building for Life
12.
On 2 May, 2016 the Parish Council had a stall at Bottesford May Day Gala where Parish
Councillors and members of the Steering Group discussed the Neighbourhood Plan with residents.
Parish Councillors also answered questions related to future Parish housing developments and
traffic issues including the lack of public transport.
1 Nov. 2016 Mr Mike Barker talked to the Steering Group about East Midlands train services and
the retendering of the franchise. (Subsequently Parish Councillor Alan Gough and Steering Group
Member Mr R Lockey have attended meetings this year with Mr. Mike Barker at Rushcliffe
Borough Council campaigning for an improved rail service.
9 December, 2016. Members of the Steering Group and Borough Councillors met with Mr
Worley, Head of Regulatory Services (the Planning Dept at Melton Borough Council), re the
proposed increased housing allocation and number of sites in Bottesford.
23 Feb. 2017 Oxalis Planning presented their preliminary scheme for Barkestone Lane to the
Steering Group (a site that has not been not been included in the Melton Local Plan).
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23 August 2017 Richborough Estates made a presentation of their amended plan for Normanton
Lane.
21 September 2017 Davidsons Homes gave an update on the Grantham Rd (Clay Pits) site.
14 November, 2017 discussion with Mr James Goodson on safeguarding the good design on the
Normanton Lane development following the granting of outline planning permission.
January/February, 2018 Bottesford Parish Council and the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group,
professionally supported by Mr Lance Wiggins, made representations at the Melton Local Plan
Examination.
27th March 2018 Presentation of proposed scheme for Rectory Farm by Mr Colin Wilkinson and
Ms Laura Alvarez on behalf of Planit-X. 26th April 2018 Presentations on Grantham Road 1
(Claypits) by Helen Evans on behalf of Davidson’s Homes and on Grantham Road 2 by Andrew
Gore on behalf of Penland Estates Ltd.
July 2018 Bottesford Parish Council in partnership with the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group
made a formal response to the Examiner’s modifications to the Melton Local Plan.

2015 Residents Preferred Criteria Questionnaire
The Steering Group discovered early in the Neighbourhood Plan consultation process in 2014 that
residents wanted to maintain the character of the villages within the Parish.
To do this it was necessary to define the character of Bottesford and its associated settlements –
Easthorpe, Normanton and Muston. This was not easy because the Parish is not, for example, an
area of obvious character like a Cotswold stone settlement. Therefore, advice was sought from
CABE (the renowned Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment). Their experts,
Professor Colin Haylock and Brian Quinn, explored the Parish and identified a number of significant
features that define what makes it the place that we value.
The Steering Group encapsulated these features into a set of criteria that were first shown at the
25th June 2015 Public Engagement Meeting in the Village Hall. After refinement following
comments received at that meeting, these criteria (see below) formed the basis of the November
2015 Questionnaire distributed to all households in the Parish.
In their responses to the Questionnaire, over 80% of the respondents strongly supported these
criteria:
Remain a village
Preserving the approaches to the village
Countryside reaching in to the village centre
Always ‘Open Skies’
Protecting Open Spaces
Staged growth
Building in harmony with the topography
Avoiding using the best and most versatile agricultural land for development
Avoiding increase in flood risk
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Accessing the River Devon
Promoting opportunities for walking and cycling
Maintaining key vistas
The complete findings of the 2015 survey are at Appendix B. The survey response formed the
central focus and scope of the Bottesford NP and are shown in purple text boxes before every
Neighbourhood Plan Policy. .

Regulation 14 Consultation
The Bottesford Parish Pre Submission Draft Neighbourhood Plan was consulted on from 30th July
to 19th October 2020. The publicity for the Regulation 14 consultation was as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A poster for all outdoor noticeboards, pubs, cafes, doctors, library (and a follow-up half way
through the consultation period). Laminated wherever possible. (See Appendix D)
A poster for all telegraph poles. (and a follow-up half way through the consultation period)
Laminated wherever possible.
Awareness on Facebook – our own page, and other local Facebook pages.
Emails to all Statutory Consultees (and a follow-up half way through the consultation period)
Advertisement in the Village Voice to publicise the process.
An email to all local bodies to publicise the process asking them to announce / discuss at their
next meeting, and welcoming their feedback on the Plan.
A Leaflet Drop to every house pointing people to the process.
A survey monkey questionnaire on a newly redesigned and refreshed Neighbourhood Plan
web site see https://bottesfordparishneighbourhoodplan.org.uk
If people were not able to complete the on ljne survey they were also able to e-mail comments
in or to provide hand written comments.

The website was redesigned and refreshed – to ensure people could easily find the evidence base
documents and the supporting documents.
The table below shows the responses to the survey monkey questionnaire. For each policy
respondents were asked to say if they agreed or disagreed. With the exception of Policy 17 (BOT
3) all the policies achieved support of 74% or higher and 6 policies scored over 90%.
The allocation of BOT 3 by Melton Borough Council in their adopted Local Plan has remained
contentious with local residents and the score of 23% for Policy 17 reflects their frustration about
the allocation of this site for development by MBC – which is a strategic policy.
Residents were also able to provide more information after each policy question and these are
reproduced at Appendix D along with a response showing when the comment resulted in an
amendment to the Neighbourhood Plan.
Four residents provided separate detailed responses these have been dealt with as part of the
section below and identified as responder 1 to responder 4.
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Bottesford Parish Neighbourhood Plan - Pre Submission Summary
Disagree Agree
Policy 1: Sustainable Development and the Village Envelopes

5

Policy 2: Protecting the Landscape Character

5

Policy 3: Protecting and Improving Biodiversity

5

58
58
59

6

Policy 4 Designation of Local Green Spaces

58

Policy 5: Enhancing Green Infrastructure

8

Policy 6: Reducing the Risk of Flooding

8

Policy 7: Improving Connectivity

58

4

60
8

55

6

57
8

Policy 13: Supporting the Local Economy

55

5

58
13

Policy 15: Development of BOT 1, Land to rear of Daybell’s Farm & 18…
Policy 16: Development of BOT 2, Grantham Road (see Map 2 on Page 11)

56

9

Policy 11: Self Build and Custom Build Housing

Policy 14: Enhancing the Provision of Community Facilities

59

6

Policy 10: A Mix of Housing Types
Policy 12: Protecting Heritage Assets

55

5

Policy 8: Ensuring High Quality Design
Policy 9: Renewable Energy and Low Carbon Technologies

54

53
27

Policy 17: Development of BOT 3 Rectory Farm (see Map 2 on page 11 but…
Policy 18: Development of EAST 1 Land East of Green Lane Easthorpe
Policy 19: Development of WEST 1 Land West of Green Lane Easthorpe
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50

9

13
12

35
50
51

Consultation Responses
This section contains the responses and comments received at Regulation 14 on the draft Bottesford
NP from both local residents and other consulted bodies and statutory consultees.

Comments from Statutory Consultees
Melton Borough Council
Section of
the Plan

Comments

Amendments Proposed

Amendments
Made

General

Provided factual information
and/or picked up phrasing errors
etc

All points identified as ‘minor‘
amended as per MBCs
comments

Y

Table 2

Need to keep the table on
planning permissions up to date
for submission
Any additional development in
Bottesford Parish should be
concentrated within or adjacent
the Village Envelopes in
accordance to policy SS2 of the
Local Plan.

Agreed and seeking MBC
assistance with this

Y

Consideration of Ab Kettleby’s
examiners report assisted in
distinguishing between
development adjacent to
Muston and Normanton
compared to development
within Easthorpe and
Bottesford (as the latter
settlements have allocated
development sites in the LP.)
These points have been
simplified but it was
considered important for
clarity with the community that
in a policy defining sustainable
development that this criterion
was included although it is
accepted that they are covered
in more detail in other policies
e.g. landscape, heritage etc.
Changes made also in light of
examiners changes to Ab
Kettleby NP

Y changes to
wording in
Policy 1

Where the Parish council had
engagement with developers it
has been added. The policy
framework is founded on the
Bottesford Design Code and
some of the policies have been
amended based on comments
from developers – see below

Y

Para 74

Policy 1

Several points in section 1 b
overlap with other policies

Policy 1

Limits to development could be
simplified and distinguish
between Bottesford, Easthorpe,
Muston and Normanton

Site specific
policies

It would be good if the
Neighbourhood Plan shows
which level of engagement and
collaboration there has been
with developers/agents as some
of the requirements could be
seen as unviable options.
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Y

Y

Section of
the Plan

Comments

Policy 8

Concerns over the separation of
the Design Code document.
Government Guidance states
that the referencing of a
separate document will not hold
such weight in the
determination of planning
applications. For any design
code to be afforded the full
weight of the Plan it would need
to be within the wording of the
Plan, or set out in an appendix
to it.
Housing Mix The Rural Housing Needs Survey
is only for a 5 year period and
although some of the homes
built since this was undertaken
in 2015 may be re-let/re-sold,
which will partly meet any
further affordable housing need,
the survey is only a snapshot in
time for a 5 year period and so
there may be further unmet
need. Therefore, I recommend
for an affordable housing policy
to be inserted into the
Neighbourhood Plan (similar to
other NPs across the Borough).
Environment For the purposes of the
Neighbourhood Plan we suggest
the reference to the first one
(the one shown in the map) as
directly refers to the landscape
sensitivity of Bottesford and
Easthorpe

First time the Plan references
certain documents. As stated
before referencing to other
documents will not hold such
weight in the determination of
Planning Applications. Also, if
the content of the policy
includes all the elements that
are referenced, it would be over
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Amendments Proposed

Amendments
Made

Design Code added at
Appendix J and text extracted
to support policy

Y

Further evidence re local
housing need and data on
housing affordability has been
added to the NP and Policy 10

Y

Correct Reference provided to
map showing Landscape
Character Zones. Direct web
link from MBC web site
provided as reference required
as this study provided evidence
of the importance of
maintaining clear views from
Belvoir Castle to St Marys
church. Most of the references
are to the Melton Borough
Areas of separation study.
Documents like Bottesford
Design Code added as an
appendix and also extract from
landscape section provided as
new table 5 in the Plan.

Y

Y

Section of
the Plan

Comments

Amendments Proposed

Amendments
Made

LGS 13 is the Bottesford
Football Club site and is highly
value by the community the
parish council have funded the
creation of a footpath to
enable safe pedestrian access
to it.
LGS 13 removed due to
objection from the Landowners
LGS 9 is the extent of the
landscaped area around the
Miller Homes scheme. See
reserved matters landscape
plan1 The minor error is that
the LGS should exclude an area
to the east designated for a
station car park- LGS9
boundary amended. at The
Parish Council is working with
Miller Homes to improve the
planting and maintenance
scheme and designation as an
LGS recognises the value
placed on this area of open
space around the new homes
for local residents and the
wider parish community.
The extent of LGS10 is the
same as the area designated as
a LWS and its designation is not
intended to restrict the
development of BOT 2 (see
MBCs interactive map).

Y

extensive to be considered as an
effective policy.

Map 14

LGS 13 doesn’t seem to be well
connected to the settlement.

LGS 9 seems to be more a
control element over the
extension of the recently
developed site.

LSG10 does it encroach on BOT
2?
Key View 1 impacted by BOT 4

Has a scoring criterion been
used to determine the LGS and
SGGs ?
1

The topography of the parish at
this point means that key view
1 looks over the roof tops of
BOT 4
The criteria for designating LGS
is from the NPPF para 100 and
this is set out in the NP. The

At https://pa.melton.gov.uk/onlineapplications/files/33C6D3C2BC037C7C7794E2FA6FFDA72B/pdf/19_00588_REMLandscape_Management_Plan-954105.pdf
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Y

Section of
the Plan

Comments

Amendments Proposed

Amendments
Made

criteria for identifying SGGs has
been added at Appendix L.
Policy 6

Concerned about the reference
to ‘not changing natural
drainage patterns’ in (2) as
developments will inevitably do
this and the intent of policy at all
levels is that such changes are
for the better.

‘The Open Space Study 2014
noted that whilst Bottesford
Parish has three allotment sites
Bottesford has the longest
waiting list of all Melton parish
councils with 12 people waiting
for an allotment at that time.’ –
As this data is now 6 years old is
there any more recent data
been collected on this matter.
It is suggested that prior to the
submission of the regulation 16
Neighbourhood Plan this whole
section is refreshed to account
for the changes in status of
applications and sites. Especially
as some outline permissions
may have changed to a reserved
matters. This would ensure that
the NP is up-to-date and
accurate at the time of
adoption.
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The community are concerned
about the impact of
development based on recent
negative experience of the
Whistanes development with a
SUDS scheme that has
exacerbated existing flooding
issues. Wording in Policy 6 (2)
amended to ‘Proposals which
include altering the topography
on a development site must
demonstrate that this will not
exacerbate flooding elsewhere.
‘
Additional information sought
from the Parish Council

Y

Agreed and the PC will do that
based on the information that
is available at submission.

Y

Y

Leicestershire County Council
Section of
the Plan

Comments

Amendments Proposed

Amendments
Made

General

Comments on limitations of
budgets and how s106 need to
fully fund highway measures
associated with new
development. Measures must
directly mitigate the impact of
development and county
highways very limited funds to
undertake minor highway
improvements
Re public transport s106 funds
focus on larger developments
When considering flood risk
within the development of a
neighbourhood plan, the LLFA
would recommend consideration
of the following points:
Locating development outside of
river (fluvial) flood risk (Flood
Map for Planning (Rivers and
Sea)).
Locating development outside of
surface water (pluvial) flood risk
(Risk of Flooding from Surface
Water map).
Locating development outside of
any groundwater flood risk by
considering any local knowledge
of groundwater flooding.
How potential SuDS features
may be incorporated into the
development to enhance the
local amenity, water quality and
biodiversity of the site as well as
manage surface water runoff.
Watercourses and land drainage
should be protected within new
developments to prevent an
increase in flood risk.
No specific policy on developer
contributions advise one is
produced

For information- noted

NA

NPP 6 seeks to promote best
practice and the site-specific
policies require development
to address flooding issues in
accordance with LLFA
recommendations

NA

Policy 20 added

Y

This is also part of the
development plan

Ref added in section 2

Y

Flooding

Planning

Minerals and
Waste
Planning
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Section of
the Plan

Comments

Amendments Proposed

Amendments
Made

Property
Education

Guidance on the criteria for
requiring education funding via
s106
Should refer to ageing
population and the NP should
seek to include bungalows etc of
differing tenures to
accommodate the increase. This
would be in line with the draft
Adult Social Care
Accommodation Strategy for
older people which promotes
that people should plan ahead
for their later life, including
considering downsizing, but
recognising that people’s choices
are often limited by the lack of
suitable local options.
The County Council has
committed to becoming carbon
neutral as a council by 2030 and
to working with others to keep
global temperature rise to less
than 1.5 degrees Celsius, which
will mean in effect needing to
achieve carbon neutrality for
Leicestershire by 2050 or before.
Planning is one of the key levers
for enabling these commitments
to be met .
The County Council would like to
see the inclusion of a local
landscape assessment taking
into account Natural England’s
Landscape character areas.
Each Neighbourhood Plan should
consider the impact of potential
development or management of
open spaces on enhancing
biodiversity and habitat
connectivity, such as hedgerows
and greenways. Also, habitat
permeability for habitats and
species which addresses
encouragement of movement
from one location to another
such as the design of street
lighting, roads, noise,
obstructions in water, exposure

Noted

NA

The NP provides significant
detail on this and seeks to
secure a mix of housing
suitable for all ages including
bungalows

NA

Noted addressing climate
change is a central part of the
NP

NA

The NP includes a detailed
analysis of the local landscape
and identifies significant
green gaps that should remain
open
The NP places great
importance on supporting
biodiversity. The Streets and
Trees Survey provides more
local analysis to support NPP

NA

Adult social
care

Climate
Change

Landscape

Biodiversity
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NA

Section of
the Plan

Comments

Amendments Proposed

Amendments
Made

Green
Neighbourhood Plan groups
infrastructure have the opportunity to plan GI
networks at a local scale to
maximise benefits for their
community and in doing so they
should ensure that their
Neighbourhood Plan is reflective
of the relevant Local Authority
Green Infrastructure strategy.
Economic
We would recommend including
development economic development
aspirations with your Plan

The NP promotes the GI
identified in the Local Plan
and seeks to maximise the
opportunity to protect and/or
extend these networks in the
site specific policies

NA

NPP 13 supports the
protection and growth of the
local economy

NA

Super fast
broadband

Ref add in text and in NPP 13
4

Y

of species to predation and
arrangement of land-uses.

All new developments (including
community facilities) should
have access to ultrafast
broadband (of at least
100Mbps). Developers should
take active steps to incorporate
adequate broadband provision
at the pre-planning phase and
should engage with telecoms
providers to ensure ultrafast
broadband is available as soon
as build on the development is
complete. Where practical,
developers should consider
engaging several telecoms
providers to encourage
competition and consumer
choice.

Severn Trent Water
Section of
the Plan

Comments

General
Para 24

Generally supportive of the principles
outlines in the plan. Notes ref to managing
water, mitigating flood risk and creating
biodiversity benefits Severn Trent are
supportive of this approach and would
encourage that surface water is treated as a
resource and returned to the natural water
cycle in a safe way as close to source as
possible
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Amendments
Proposed

Amendments
Made
Y

Section of
the Plan

Comments

Amendments
Proposed

Amendments
Made

Para 109

Severn Trent support the approach to
protect natural land drainage systems
including dry ditches as they form a vital part
in the upper reaches of the natural water
system, conveying water to an appropriate
watercourse. Recommend drainage ditch
hierarchy is included to highlight the need to
discharge surface water into natural
watercourse system instead of sewers
Local Green Spaces can provide sustainable
locations for schemes like flood alleviation to
be delivered without adversely impacting on
the primary function of the Local Green
Spaces. If the correct scheme is chosen, the
flood alleviation project can result in
additional benefits for the Local Green Space
in the form of Biodiversity or amenity
improvements.
Fully support approach to drain
development in accordance with the
drainage hierarchy

Ref added before
policy 6

Y

Ref added before
policy 4

Y

Policy 4
LGS

Para 155

NA

Para 163

Support the principle to install Retro fits
SuDS to try and mitigate the impacts of
flooding and climate change

NPP 6

Supports approach in NPP 6

NPP 8

We would recommend that high quality
design incorporates Water efficiency design
and technology.
To enable this to take place we would
recommend that the optional efficiency
standard within Building Regulations Part G
is referenced.
Link water efficiency is provided in the
justification text.

Agree this is a vital
issue and the NP
seeks to reduce
climate impacts
Wording added to
NPP 9 3

Y

NPP 9

Water efficient design also provides energy
efficiency benefits through a reduced need
to treat water for consumption and then
treat wastewater along with savings for
managing water within the home.
the processing of water for consumption and
then treatment before discharge is an
energy intensive operation.

Agreed and
wording added at
NPP 9 3.

Y
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NA

Section of
the Plan

Comments

Amendments
Proposed

Amendments
Made

NPP 15

Additional information provided about the
sewerage system and need to retain
watercourse adjacent to Grantham Road

Text added prior to
NPP 15

Y

NPP 17

Additional information provided

Text added prior to
NPP 17

Y

NPP 18/19

Additional information provided

Text added prior to
NPP 18 and NPP 18
(8) added and NPP
19 and NPP 19 (7)

Y

We would encourage you to impose the
expectation on developers that properties
are built to the optional requirement in
Building Regulations of 110 litres of water
per person per day.

Added as footnote
to NPP 9

Y

Environment Agency
Section of
the Plan

Comments

General

The Draft Plan demonstrates a knowledge and
understanding of the extent to which flood
risk is a particularly important factor in the
case of Bottesford.

BOT 2

Lies partially within Flood Zone 2. Therefore
the flooding sequential test applies to the site
and any planning application should be
accompanied by an NPPF compliant Flood Risk
Assessment (FRA) which demonstrates how
the development will be safe for the lifetime
of the development from all sources of
flooding and not increase flood risk elsewhere.
The site is also underlain by a historic (closed)
landfill and therefore the site is sensitive from
the perspective of the controlled waters and
this will need to be taken into consideration
during any redevelopment of the site.
Although the actual development is to be
limited to land outside of the Flood Zone,
since land within the defined allocated site
includes Flood Zone 2 and 3, therefore the
flooding sequential test would need to be
applied to the site and any planning
application should be accompanied by an

BOT 3
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Amendments
Proposed

Amendments
Made
NA

Text added
before NPP 16
and NPP 16 3
added.

Y

Text added
before NPP 17
and NPP 17 4
added

Y

Section of
the Plan

EAST 1 and
2

Comments
NPPF compliant Flood Risk Assessment (FRA)
which demonstrates how the development
will be safe for the lifetime of the
development from all sources of flooding and
not increase flood risk elsewhere.
The River Devon, a Main River of the EA runs
through approximately the middle of the site.
A Permit (or exemption) from the EA is
required for any works within 8m of a Main
River.
There are elements of Flood Zone 2 and 3 in
East 2 and Flood Zone 2 in East 1 and
therefore, as above the flooding sequential
test and need for an FRA applies.

BOT 1

The site lies within Flood Zone 2. Therefore
the flooding sequential test applies to the site
and any planning application should be
accompanied by an NPPF compliant Flood Risk
Assessment (FRA) which demonstrates how
the development will be safe from all sources
of flooding for the lifetime of the development
and not increase flood risk elsewhere.
Community Suggest adding an objective on biodiversity
Objectives
NPP 1

Add extra bullet point re sustainable materials
and water efficiency

NPP 3 and
NPP 5, NPP
9
Para 153

Particularly welcome and support these
policies

NPP 6
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Clarified that whilst the river Devon is central
to the amenity of BOT 3 that all development
should be steered to areas at least risk of
flooding (Flood Zone 1, 2) in line with the
sequential test and sequential approach.
Particularly welcome bullet points 6 and 7.
Amend error refer to flood zone 3 in NPP 6 1

Amendments
Proposed

Amendments
Made

Text added
before NPP 18
and NPP 18 2
Text added
before NPP 19
and NPP 19 2
added
Text added
before NPP 15
and NPP 15 3
added

Y

CO 8 added

Y

Criteria added

Y

Y

NA
Wording
amended

Y

Y

Leicestershire and Rutland Wildlife Trust
Section of
the Plan

Comments

Amendments Amendments
Proposed
Made

Policy 1

It is fantastic to see such reference to protection
and enhancement of biodiversity and nature
conservation features in the parish - this is a critical
foundation of sustainable development
From a biodiversity perspective, this is a really
progressive plan, to be commended!
It is great to see the reference to protecting and
enhancing the natural environmental assets that
provide the landscape character, assets such as
trees, hedgerows, the railway corridor and canal, as
well as greenspace. The landscape character is
defined by the clothing of biodiversity that lies over
the underlying landform of geology and
geomorphology (the rocks and the soils), and how
that has been influenced by the activities of humans
over time, and it is vital that this association is
protected.
This policy - and the thread of biodiversity
protection and enhancement that runs all the way
through the neighbourhood plan - is to be highly
commended...this is a really progressive and
forward-looking plan and policy. For example, it is
great to see the inferred reference to the
'mitigation hierarchy', that damage should be
avoided first then even compensated for, and that
there should be a net gain wherever possible (a
good example is the 2:1 ratio of compensation for
the loss of trees - and whilst this is to be
commended, it would be even better if this ratio
could be increased...a more ecologically appropriate
ratio mindful of the life-time loss of trees...would be
nearer 50:1!

Good this
NA
was intended
to be a major
focus for the
NP

The plan makes explicit reference to many
important species found in the parish - and it is
especially good to see mention of the buildingdependent species such as swifts and bats - and in
terms of 'flavour' of the plan I wonder if the weight
given to trees could be re-balanced slightly (ie a bit
more highlighting of species other than trees)
because trees are great, and we need to plant a lot
of trees, but we have to be careful not to plant too
many trees in the wrong places.

Noted
important
information
re Tree
planting –
any tree
planting
program by
the PC would
be done with
the input
from
specialists
Noted

Policy 2

Policy 3

Policy 3

Other important species in the area include grizzled
skipper (a rare butterfly) on the disused railway line
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Agreed

Noted

NA

Amendments
need to be
robustly
evidence
based

NA

Section of
the Plan

Policy 3

Comments
and hedgehogs (which have suffered a really
significant decline in the last 10 years - so much so
that village gardens are becoming their last places
of refuge). We would recommend that hedgehogs
should now become a key priority species for
priority consideration in village design, along with
swifts (which appear to be suffering similar rates of
loss in recent years).
It would now be appropriate (mindful of existing
reference in the 25-year Environment Plan and the
current Environment Bill) to make explicit reference
to supporting the development of a Nature
Recovery Network, though a Local Nature Recovery
Strategy.

Policy 4

A good policy - and good to reference to and
consideration of important places for wildlife

Policy 5

This is another policy to be commended. It would be
great to see a little more explicit reference to
protecting and enhancing the disused railway
corridor - it is touched upon but not to the extent
that the canal is, yet it is probably just as important
as a wildlife corridor as the canal.

Policy 6

A very progressive policy – dry ditches are a really
important habitat that is being lost from agricultural
landscapes
A really progressive policy, and it is great to see
reference in the plan to protecting and enhancing
building-dependent species such as swifts and
house martins. Every new building is a really
important opportunity to undo the collective
damage to and loss of biodiversity that the natural
world has been suffering over the last years and
decades.
A really progressive policy. It is important to
recognise that trees are not the only - and
sometimes not even the most appropriate - carbon
sequesters in the landscape: a well-managed
(grassland) soil can sometimes (and in appropriate
places) sequester more carbon than trees.

Policy 8

Policy 9
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Amendments Amendments
Proposed
Made

Reference to Y
the
Environment
Bill and
biodiversity
gain added in
text and ref
to local
nature
recovery
strategies
added in
Policy 3 2.
Noted
NA
Specific ref
to
dismantled
railway and
its nature
value before
policy 5
Noted

Y

Noted

NA

Noted and
reference
made in text
before policy
9

Y

NA

Section of
the Plan

Comments

Amendments Amendments
Proposed
Made

Site
Policies

The reference to seeking net gain in this and other
similar policies is to be commended

Noted

NA

Canal and Rivers Trust
Section of
the Plan

Comments

General

Within the Plan area, we own and maintain the
Grantham Canal.
The NP recognises the ecological value of the
canal at paragraphs 118- 132 and we consider
that Policy 3- Protecting and Improving
Biodiversity would to provide protection for
the canal as an important wildlife habitat and
secure appropriate mitigation and
enhancement measures as part of any
development proposals affecting the canal.
We appreciate why the River Devon is
particularly identified as an important green
infrastructure asset, given its route through
Bottesford itself, but we suggest that the role
of the Grantham Canal as an important green
infrastructure corridor could also have been
highlighted. Policy 5- Enhancing Green
Infrastructure is a positive policy which should
assist in supporting, protecting and improving
green infrastructure generally within the Plan
area.
The Trust believes that canal towpaths offer a
resource which can assist in promoting
healthier and more active lifestyles. Policy 7Improving Connectivity supports seeking
developer contributions (where appropriate)
to improve the network of publicly accessible
walking/cycling routes across the parish. We
would suggest that this could potentially
include consideration of upgrades to the canal
towpath, or to create new or improved
accesses to the towpath and links between it
and other walking/cycling routes to encourage
greater use of the towpath and to facilitate use
by a wider range of people.
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Amendments
Proposed

Amendments
Made
NA
NA

Additional
information provided
in text before policy
5

Y

Y
Additional
information added to
section 17 and policy
7

Lincolnshire CCG
Section of
the Plan

Comments

General

The Lincolnshire CCG is responsible for
commissioning the Primary Care services in
Bottesford and works with Melton Borough
Council regarding planning and growth and
local plans. We welcome the opportunity to
contribute to this questionnaire.
The sustainability of development should
also ensure that the sense of community and
access to community facilities to all local
residents. Access to enable local residents to
exercise safely and have walking and cycling
routes is something to be noted
Green spaces are important to support the
wider health and wellbeing of residents.
They need to be accessible to all residents
and routes to them need to be well
maintained to ensure all year round
accessibility. There needs to be a recognition
that they should support all ages of residents
Support this policy as it encourages safe
activity for all ages, which is important for
health and wellbeing
Good design should also incorporate modern
methods of construction. Support the need
to ensure the sustainability and reduction in
energy use. Use of locally sourced materials
and staff will also reduce the carbon
footprint of developments
The reuse of the chapel by the local GP
Practice is an excellent example which
should be encouraged

Policy 1

Policy 4

Policy 7
Policy 8

Policy 13

Amendments
Proposed

Amendments
Made
NA
NA

Noted

NA

Agreed the sites are
mostly flat and
accessible

NA

Noted

NA

Agreed Policy 8 and
9 seek to achieve
this

NA

Agree noted

NA

National Grid - An assessment has been carried out with respect to National Grid’s electricity and
gas transmission assets which include high voltage electricity assets and high-pressure gas pipelines.
National Grid has identified that it has no record of such assets within the Neighbourhood Plan area.
Historic England - No specific comment to make
Coal Authority - No specific comments to make
Nottinghamshire County Council - No specific comments to make
Highways England - We do not foresee any issues relating to the contents of the proposed
Bottesford Neighbourhood Plan, due to the limited size of the additional development being
proposed in addition to the sites allocated within the Melton Local Plan.
Natural England - No specific comments to make
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Anglian Water - Anglian Water support the requirement for applicants to include the provision of
Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS). The use of SuDS would help to reduce the risk of surface water
and sewer flooding and which have wider benefits e.g. water quality enhancement.
1947 on behalf of Davidsons Development BOT 2 (west)
Section of
the Plan

Comments

General

The site allocated for approx. 65
dwellings Site granted outline
consent in July 2019 for 40
dwellings. Reserved matters
consent recently submitted
20/00962/REM
Policy 1 d cannot require net
biodiversity gain – environment
bill not yet passed

Net
biodiversity
gain Policy
1

Re BOT 2 Davidsons already have
planning consent without
requirement to deliver a net gain
to biodiversity

Policy 2

Policy 2 2 inconsistent with NPPF

Policy 3

Ref to documents like WYGs
Biodiversity and Geodiversity
Mitigation Enhancement
Recommendations and the
Vegetation Survey not published
with the draft NP

Policy 8
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Reliance on documents prepared
at a certain point in time does not
allow for flexibility
Consultation invites respondents
to read the Design Code but the
code is not subject to formal
consultation

Amendments Proposed

Amendments
Made
Y

Policy 1 d amended to
conserve or enhance

Y

Noted the policy can only be
N
applied to subsequent
permissions – the Plan was
written whilst planning
applications were being
prepared in the event that the
permission expires the higher
standard of biodiversity gain
will be applied when the
environment bill is brought into
force.
Policy 2 amended to reflect
Y
balance in the NPPF
WYG is key part of evidence
base for Local Plan and is on
MBC web site Vegetation
Survey final version called
Streets and Trees Survey is now
on NP web site and will be
submitted with the NP
Ref to documents includes or
equivalent up to date
assessments
The design Code was available
on the NP web site and links
were provided. The design
Code was written by AECOM
for the NP there is no
requirement in the NP
regulations to consult on the
Design Code – the Design Code

Y

N

Section of
the Plan

Comments

Amendments Proposed

Amendments
Made

has been added as an Appendix
for submission -although the
document itself is separate due
to file size
Policy 10

Excessive to require all dwellings
1-3 bedrooms to meet M4(2)
standards as a minimum

Davidsons site as outline
permission that did not include
this requirement

Policy 11
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No evidence to justify the
threshold of 40 for provision of
self build plots

This requirement is not
considered excessive – it will
make homes adaptable and
reflects the local need of an
ageing population. Having
homes that are adaptable has
been seen to be very important
given the need to provide
space to work from home as
well.
The Plan was written whilst
planning applications were
being prepared it is accepted
that extant planning
applications will not be
required to meet these
standards. In the event that the
permission expires the NP
policies would apply.
The community support the
release of small plots for self
build but the MBC threshold at
100 would only result in one
site being required to make
this provision. The threshold of
40 was agreed by the NPSG
and means that 2 plots would
be available as self build. The
availability of these self build
plots on schemes of more than
40 dwellings is time limited to
12 months. This allows for the
plots to be marketed whilst the
rest of the site is being built
out. If after 12 months these
plots have not been taken up,
the developer can move to
build them out in accordance
with their own proposals.
Additional explanation of
process added.

N

Y

Section of
the Plan

Comments

Amendments Proposed

Policy 16

Outline permission granted
without requirements in Policy 10
or 11

Noted and agreed The Plan was
written whilst planning
applications were being
prepared it is accepted that
extant planning applications
will not be required to meet
these standards. In the event
that the permission expires the
NP policies would apply.

Amendments
Made

Planit X on behalf of Taylor Family re land west of Normanton Lane
Section of
the Plan

Comments

Amendments Proposed

Amendments
Made

Policy 2

We are concerned about the
designation of Significant Green
Gaps which along with Areas of
Separation, Significant Vistas and
View Points, and Local Green
Space add significant additional
constraints to development in the
countryside. Most of the
identified Significant Green Gaps
are of limited landscape value
and are simply part of the wider
parish landscape. We are
particularly concerned about the
identification of land west of
Normanton Lane and north of the
Nottingham to Grantham railway
as a Significant Green Gap
(number 25).

The area proposed as a
significant green gap number
25 has been reduced in size to
run to the first field boundary
to provide some
accommodation. The value of
the SGG number 25 is
principally the sense of
openness it provides on the
route into and out of
Bottesford from Normanton
Lane. Criteria has been added
at Appendix L to clarify the
reasoning behind identifying
SGGs. As follows
Land identified as Significant
Green Gaps should have an
open and undeveloped
character and
meet at least one of these
criteria

Y

a) Form a visual break
between settlements –
actual and perceived
(from physical
development or level of
activity).
b) Reinforce the loose
grained rural character
within the settlements
c) Boundaries follow physical
features on the ground
taking account of the need
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Section of
the Plan

Comments

Amendments Proposed

Amendments
Made

to accommodate the
development
requirements of the Plan
d) Only land necessary to
secure the objectives of
gaps on a long term basis
should be included
It should be stressed that the
Significant Green Gaps have
not been defined on the basis
of landscape quality (although
gap areas may happen to
contain areas of good quality),
or due to the fact that they
contain historic buildings, or
afford attractive and/ or
significant views.
No justification has been
provided for the designation of
this area as a Significant Green
Gap, although it is noted that the
area has been considered by the
Melton Borough Areas of
Separation, Settlement Fringe
Sensitivity and Local Green Space
Study. This report concludes that
‘It is not considered that the Area
of Separation would need to
extend as far south as the railway
line, since this forms a natural
and defensible check to
development at Bottesford North
in any case.’ Contrary to the
Study conclusions, the Area of
Separation and Significant Green
Gap extends as far as the railway
line on both sides of Normanton
Lane. Land on the east side of
Normanton Lane and north of the
railway line is being developed
for housing (BOT4).
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The criteria at appendix L
provides the justification. BOT
4 has already encroached on
the Area of Separation making
the area to the west (the
reduced SGG number 25) of
heightened value in providing
the sense of openness into
and out of Bottesford on this
important approach along
Normanton Lane.

Y

Planit X on behalf of Rectory Land Limited
Section of
the Plan

Policy 1

Policy 2
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Comments
Rectory Land Company has
submitted an outline planning
application for residential
development of up to 215
dwellings, associated
infrastructure and landscaping on
land at Devon Farm, Bottesford
(BOT3) Reference 20/00388/OUT.
Welcomes the draughting of the
Bottesford Village Envelope to
include the full extent of the
above outline planning
application. However, Policy 1
restricts development within
Bottesford Village Envelope to 10
dwellings which appears to
contradict Local Plan allocation
BOT3 and the current planning
application.

Advise showing the proposed
Devon Farm development, as
proposed by the abovementioned planning application,
with an appropriate crossreference to Neighbourhood Plan
Policy 17.
We are concerned about the
designation of Significant Green
Gaps which along with Areas of
Separation, Significant Vistas and
View Points, and Local Green
Space add significant additional
constraints to development in
the countryside. Most of the
identified Significant Green Gaps
are of limited landscape value
and are simply part of the wider
parish landscape.
We are particularly concerned
about the identification of land at
Devon Farm and the Railway
Triangle as Significant Green

Amendments Proposed

Amendments
Made
Y

The Village Envelope was
drawn around the site
allocations. Policy 1 2 amended
to provide clarification that site
allocations in the MBC Local
Plan are considered sustainable
development. Windfall
development is limited to up to
10 dwellings in Bottesford and
Easthorpe as these settlements
have site allocations to meet
local and wider need. Policy 1
provides some flexibility for
windfall up to 10 dwellings.
Site plan for outline permission
added to show extent of the
site

Y

Criteria has been added at
Appendix L to clarify the
reasoning behind identifying
SGGs. (see answer to plan-it X
comment above)

Y

SGG 8 Devon Farm has been
removed

Section of
the Plan

Comments
Gaps (numbered 8 and 9
respectively).
There is no public access to this
land, and it has limited visibility
within the wider landscape. This
area is rough grassland, which
was developing into hawthorn
scrub, plus some willow and
elder. Part of the site is identified
as a Local Wildlife Site. The site’s
biodiversity value is already
protected by National Planning
Policy Framework and the Melton
Local Plan, so there is no added
value in Significant Green Gap
protection.
The illustrative layout
accompanying our outline
planning application incorporates
an informal recreation corridor
alongside the River Devon. The
proposed development of the
Devon Farm site retains various
habitats as much as possible and
they are given further protection
through sensitive soft
landscaping using native ‘locally
provenant’ species. This
particularly applies to the river
corridor, disused railway and its
embankments, plus retained
hedgerows.
Please note that qualifying bodies
should not set in their emerging
neighbourhood plans any
additional local technical
standards or requirements
relating to the construction,
internal layout or performance of
new dwellings (Statement made
by secretary of State for
Communities and Local
Government 2015).
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Amendments Proposed

Amendments
Made

Noted and approach supported
contextual information added
to text before NPP 5

Y

Policy 9 has been amended to
provide more clarity.
It is important to look at the
range of relevant national
policies and guidance in
determining whether it is
appropriate to make the NP.
The 2015 WMS provides that a
NP should not be used to apply
the new technical standards
and that even LPAs should not
set energy performance
requirement higher than the
equivalent of Level 4 of the
Code for Sustainable homes.
This equates to a maximum

Y

Section of
the Plan

Policy 10
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Comments

Amendments Proposed

25% reduction in carbon
emissions. The 2019 NPPF para
149 and footnote 48 states that
‘plans should take a proactive
approach to mitigating and
adapting to climate change, in
line with the objectives and
provisions of the Climate
Change Act 2008.’ The
amendments to the Climate
Change Act 2008 have set a net
zero target for UK carbon
emissions by 2050.
The government is consulting
on a new Future Homes
Standard which would make
changes to Part L and Part F of
the Building Regulations for
new dwellings. The
consultation paper provides
that the Government ‘expect
that an average home built to
[the new standard] will have
75-80% less carbon emissions
than one built to current
energy efficiency
requirements. ‘ It proposes
‘introducing in 2020 a
meaningful but achievable
uplift to energy efficiency
standards as a stepping stone
to the Future Home Standard’.
The Governments preferred
option for this 2020 uplift is a
31% reduction in carbon
emissions compared to the
current standard.
It would be reasonable to
reach the conclusion that the
more recent statements of
government policy ought to be
given more weight than the
earlier ones. The 2015 WMS
has been superseded by
subsequent events.
More data required to show
The information has been
likely need for different types and reordered to assist with clarity
sizes of houses
– the evidence is extracted
from detailed studies by MBC

Amendments
Made

Y

Section of
the Plan

Policy 14

Policy 17
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Comments

There are just 39 people on the
Melton Register and there is little
or no evidence of need for selfbuild and custom housebuilding
in Bottesford village. Indeed, the
greatest preference is for sites
within the smaller villages of the
Vale of Belvoir. It seems unlikely
that needs will be met by the
provision of plots within large
new housing developments in
Bottesford. It follows that there is
no justification for reducing the
threshold for 5% provision of Self
Build and Custom Build Housing
to 40dw. A more appropriate
response to the self-build and
custom housebuilding register
would be to allocate smaller sites
for this purpose in Easthorpe,
Muston and/or Normanton
rather than require plots to be
delivered through larger housing
estates.
The Neighbourhood Plan seeks to
provide new allotments to meet
the needs of a growing
population. Rectory Land
Company is prepared to discuss
with the Parish Council how the
development of the Devon Farm
site might contribute to meeting
this requirement.
Refers to illustrative layout and
key features of the proposal

Amendments Proposed
(Housing Needs Study and
HEDNA) and a Parish Housing
Needs Survey. Whilst headline
information is provided in the
NP links to the documents are
also provided for the additional
information. Data re
population in section 6 has
been updated to show figures
in housing needs study
The community support the
release of small plots for self
build but the MBC threshold at
100 would only result in one
site being required to make
this provision. The threshold of
40 was agreed by the NPSG
and means that 2 plots would
be available as self build. The
availability of these self build
plots on schemes of more than
40 dwellings is time limited to
12 months. This allows for the
plots to be marketed whilst the
rest of the site is being built
out. If after 12 months these
plots have not been taken up,
the developer can move to
build them out in accordance
with their own proposals.

Amendments
Made

Y

Noted

N

Concept design that was
submitted with the outline
permission has been added.
NPP 17 reflects the aspirations

N

Section of
the Plan

Comments

Amendments Proposed

Amendments
Made

set out in the master planning
workshops

Planit X on behalf of Belvoir Estates
Section of
the Plan

Comments

Amendments Proposed

Amendments
Made

This representation concerns land at
Church Lane, Muston. The site has not
been taken forward as a housing
allocation by the Draft Neighbourhood
Plan. This is particularly disappointing
as we believe that the site can make a
valuable contribution to meeting local
housing needs, particularly the need
for self-build and custom house
building.
While there is little or no evidence of
need for self-build and custom
housebuilding in Bottesford village,
there is considerable interest in the
provision of self-build plots within the
smaller villages of the Vale of Belvoir.
It seems unlikely that needs will be
met by the provision of plots within
large new housing developments in
Bottesford and a more appropriate
response to the self-build and custom
housebuilding register would be to
allocate smaller sites for this purpose
in Easthorpe, Muston and/or
Normanton.

The site is identified as a
significant green gap
number 16. NPP 1 4 has
been added for clarity
and is in accordance with
the MBC Local Plan. This
policy does not prevent
some small-scale
development if it meets
NPPF and MBC criteria.
Policy 1, which is in
accordance with national
and Borough policies
does not prevent small
scale development
coming forward in the
villages.

N

N

Planit X on behalf of AJM Norris and sons, Norris Plant Hire & Sales Ltd, Midlands Skip Hire and
Midlands Feeds and S & P Industrial
Section of
the Plan
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Comments

Amendments Proposed

Amendments
Made

This representation concerns land at
Church Lane, Muston. The site has not
been taken forward as a housing
allocation by the Draft Neighbourhood
Plan. This is particularly disappointing
as we believe that the site can make a
valuable contribution to meeting local
housing needs, particularly the need

The site is identified as a
significant green gap
number 16. NPP 1 4 has
been added for clarity
and is in accordance with
the MBC Local Plan. This
policy does not prevent
some small-scale

N

Section of
the Plan

Policy 1
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Comments

Amendments Proposed

for self-build and custom house
building.
While there is little or no evidence of
need for self-build and custom
housebuilding in Bottesford village,
there is considerable interest in the
provision of self-build plots within the
smaller villages of the Vale of Belvoir.
It seems unlikely that needs will be
met by the provision of plots within
large new housing developments in
Bottesford and a more appropriate
response to the self-build and custom
housebuilding register would be to
allocate smaller sites for this purpose
in Easthorpe, Muston and/or
Normanton.
While the Bottesford Neighbourhood
Plan refers to the Orston
Lane/Winterbeck Industrial Estate, no
mention is made of the businesses
based at Acrelands, Orston Lane.
A new access road is planned linking
Orston Lane to Nottingham Road. In
the first instance, the road would be a
private road which will reduce journey
time for HGVs using the proposed new
development while reducing the
number of HGVs routing into western
Bottesford (Longhedge Lane). We
believe that this would boost local
employment opportunities and
improve the residential amenities of
those living in the Longhedge Lane
area.
The precise area for business
expansion and access road route are
dependent upon current work to more
fully understand flood risk constraints
associated with the Winter Beck. The
broad location of this development is
identified in the Neighbourhood Plan
as being of medium/low landscape
sensitivity and unaffected by
significant green gaps or important
views. The land is of low agricultural
land value.
Unlike Policy 1 criterion a, the Local
Plan does not restrict windfall

development if it meets
NPPF and MBC criteria.
Policy 1, which is in
accordance with national
and Borough policies
does not prevent small
scale development
coming forward in the
villages.

Amendments
Made

N

These businesses are
listed at Appendix D
Given the advanced
nature of the NP and the
early stages of this
proposal any scheme
would need to be in
compliance with national,
Borough and the NP
policies

Policy 1 has been
amended based on

Y

Section of
the Plan

Policies 8,9
10
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Comments

Amendments Proposed

development to within the built-up
area, it may be on the edge of the
settlement.
Criterion 2 restricts development to
within Village Envelopes with
residential development on infill sites
limited to one or two dwellings only.
This is not consistent with Policy 1
criterion 3 which allows for sites of up
to 10 dwellings in Bottesford;
Both criterion 2 and 3 are inconsistent
with the Local Plan which places no
restriction on the scale of
development to be accommodated
within or adjoining the built-up area of
Bottesford.
Request VE extended to include
application site (19/00751/FUL)

similar comments from
MBC who advised looking
at examiners reports for
in MBC including Ab
Kettleby’s (para 4.13 and
4.14)

Policy 4 of the Draft Neighbourhood
Plan concerns the identification of
LGS. 20 LGS are proposed for
designation including Bottesford
Football Ground which lies to the west
of Bottesford village. This LGS is
identified as site 13 on a very smallscale plan (Map 14) of no discernible
scale. No evidence has been provided
to support the proposed designation
of the LGS.
Please note that qualifying bodies
should not set in their emerging
neighbourhood plans any additional
local technical standards or
requirements relating to the
construction, internal layout or
performance of new dwellings.

Policy 1 does allow for
some flexibility for
development for up to 10
dwellings within the VE in
addition to the site
allocations. Given the
scale of development
brought forward via MBC
policy the VE is drawn to
protect nearby open
countryside from
unnecessary
development.
Each LGS is described in
Appendix I with a
justification against the
NPPF criteria
Proposal to designate LGS
13 was not intended to
prevent the development
of new recreational
facilities – LGS 13
removed
See previous answer to
this above

Amendments
Made

N

Y

Castle Farm View
Section of
the Plan

Comments

Amendments Proposed

Amendments
Made

Request reinforce the wording re the
importance of the cultural heritage
and historic view point between St
Mary’s Church and the Castle.

Wording added to the text
before Policy 9 and before
Policy 2. Policy 2 4
amended

Y

Residents Comments
Respondent 1
Section of
the Plan

Comments

Amendments Proposed

Amendments
Made

General

The online questionnaire
associated with the
Bottesford Neighbourhood
Plan (NP) consultation
appeared to lead people in
to a certain way of
agreeing the content of the
NP rather than an open
platform for providing
constructive input to
improve the NP document
Criticised approach to VE

The online questionnaire provided
the option to agree/disagree with all
policies and to provide a written
comment on each

N

Green Gaps
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There is no evidence that
these have been agreed
locally in a formal manner
– so may be a suggestion
from one of the authors

VE reflected existing site allocations
N
large extension to VE towards A52
would provide opportunity for more
major development in addition to
the site allocations this was not what
the community wanted
VE around Easthorpe deliberately
excluded Manor areas in accordance
with definition of policy –
presumption in favour of sustainable
development within VE not outside
it – subject to other MBC policies
Manor very sensitive protected by
heritage policies.
Muston and Normanton do follow
criteria set out in earlier assessment
Criteria has been added at Appendix N
L to clarify the reasoning behind
identifying SGGs they were identified
on this basis and agreed by the NPSG
not ‘the author’. The Local Green
Spaces are identified based on
criteria in the NPPG – see appendix I

Section of
the Plan

Amendments Proposed

Amendments
Made

Consultation How has it been done?

Section on consultation
demonstrates NP has followed
statutory procedures

N

How
effective
will the Plan
be?

The NP cannot stop the site
allocations in the LP however the NP
includes policies on protecting
landscape, flood risk, reducing
carbon emissions and housing type
that reflect local circumstances.
When made these policies will take
precedence over MBC policies. ‘Once
a neighbourhood plan has been
brought into force, the policies it
contains take precedence over
existing non-strategic policies in a
local plan covering the
neighbourhood area, where they are
in conflict; unless they are
superseded by strategic or nonstrategic policies that are adopted
subsequently

N

The AOS is an MBC policy the NP
seeks to strengthen this with its
analysis of key views and
justification of significant green gaps
to form the evidence base for Policy
2.

N

Key views are not intended to be all
views. These views were prioritized
by the NPSG and were intended to
work alongside the SGG policy to
reinforce the sense of openness

Y

The NP cannot influence planning
applications already submitted
however the policy supports the
development of the site as one and
will influence reserved matters

Y

AOS

Key Views

Daybells
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Comments

It is questionable in the
structure and content of
the NP how there is any
protection against future
development that would
adversely impact the
character of Bottesford and
Easthorpe.
The document is extremely
verbose without being
effective on how the
characters of the villages
will be upheld – rather the
NP covers areas of no
planning matter such as
agricultural properties
(page 37 on) and other glib
and ineffective monologue.
Fig 2, point 87 on: The
accurate definition of the
AOS is not apparent,
relying on the vague
‘squiggly lines’ drawn on a
map by Melton Borough
Council as part of their
2018 Local Plan. This has
already been successfully
challenged by development
applications in Easthorpe
and on Normanton Lane.
How will the NP be
stronger in this area?
Again, the vague statement
about local research is not
backed up by fact. There
are no key views from the
centre of Bottesford or the
whole of the west end,
surely this is not right?
Even when practising the
values of the developing
NP the new build on
Daybells Barns is most out
of keeping with the

Section of
the Plan

Map 14

Map 18

Photo of the
Ford
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Comments

Amendments Proposed

surrounding residential
units – so this is hardly
‘building in harmony with
the topography’. There is
little evidence of how the
NP will protect against the
so-called ‘preferred
criteria’ - how will this be
addressed both here and
across the rest of the
document?
What is the point of
random green spaces
outside of the village
envelope?

applications or future applications
should the extant permissions expire

The map shows Local Green Space
designations and the section 13
explains the function of them. They
are designated in accordance with
NPPF criteria. LGS 13 has been
removed due to other Reg 14
responses
Where is the evidence that The River Devon was identified as an
this river walk is required
important environmental asset that
or wanted?
required improvement. The
development of BOT 2 and BOT 3
provide an opportunity to set out
the aspiration for this asset to
provide multiple benefits –
extending the active routes through
Bottesford and enhancing
biodiversity along the river corridor.
This seems to indicate that This map is taken from MBCs
Bottesford, Easthorpe and
interactive map and is showing MBC
parts of Muston are not
policy designations. The NP does not
good areas to develop. If
seek to allocate sites towards the
develop at all, then toward A52 because allocating major
A52 would be the best
development in addition to the site
area. This is not reflected in allocations was not what the
the NP text, why not?
community wanted.
What evidence is there?
Why are ‘squiggly lines’ on
this map? If they are AOS
then they do not accurately
reflect those shown
elsewhere in the
document.
What a serene photograph There are plenty of photos in the NP
in a section on flooding –
showing the extent of the flooding
why not show it in flood?
Running at 7 foot deep?

Amendments
Made

Y

N

Y

N

Section of
the Plan

Policy 9

Policy 10
Housing

Tourism
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Comments

Amendments Proposed

Amendments
Made

This seems to ignore
vehicular traffic – in fact
the NP is almost silent on
these key issues of traffic,
road safety and parking –
all of which are directly
impacted by development,
affect the local residents
immensely, and can be a
focus of section 106
development.

The NP refers to the Hamilton Baillie
Study. Policy 7 7 has been added to
support additional enhancements to
reduce traffic speed where possible.

Y

This section is weak,
considering the importance
in global warming issues,
on how this can be
promoted
This is an example of how
key evidence can support
the stance of the NP, which
is shown as very weak
elsewhere in the document
There appears to be no
antithesis of point 256,
where development could
adversely impact on
tourism. Can this be
addressed?

Policy 20 developer contributions
has been added and includes the
need to improve pedestrian safety
amongst the sort or measures that
may be sought.
Leicestershire County Highways
Agency comment that the lack of
resources means that they have very
limited scope in making
improvements and can only require
them where it relates specifically to
development.
Policy 9 has been amended and
made more specific based on other
Reg 14 comments and input from
the Centre for Sustainable Energy

Y

Sources are used based on the
information available – section has
been further updated

Y

Agree criteria 9 added to policy 13

Y

Section of
the Plan

Comments

Amendments Proposed

Amendments
Made

Monitoring
and Review

A review period after five
years makes the
assumption of it being
around 2025. The
development areas in this
NP are based on sites
defined around 2015/2016.
This would mean a 10 year
review period – what is
missing in this NP is an
immediate review of the
sites available for
development over the next
5 to 10 years. This has been
caused by the fact that this
NP has taken seven years
to develop to this stage.

NP would go to referendum in May
2021 (due to covid restrictions) but
will carry significant weight after
examination.

N

These lack evidence of how
the appendices reflect the
needs of the community.
They could be views made
by one of the authors.

Appendix A community projects
have been compiled by the NPSG

Appendix
A,E,F

The NP cannot seek to stop strategic
policy see para 29 ‘Neighbourhood
plans should not promote less
development than set out in the
strategic policies for the area, or
undermine those strategic policies ‘
and footnote 16 ‘Neighbourhood
plans must be in general conformity
with the strategic policies contained
in any development plan that covers
their area.’

Appendix E sketch proposals of
Barkestone Lane – is an extract from
the Hamilton Baillie study
Significant Green Gaps – survey done
by NPSG based on guidance and
criteria reviewed by the NPSG and
then at PC meeting in Jan 2020
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N

Respondent 2 Road safety
Section of
the Plan

Comments

Amendments Proposed

Amendments
Made

General

Road Safety is only used as a
supporting phrase with regards to
'walking and cycling', not as a Road
Safety goal in it's own right.

More background provided
in the text before policy 7
about the issues with the
roads.
The NP uses the analysis
from the Hamilton Baillie
Study which seems to
accord with the
respondent’s analysis.
Wording of policy 7 6
changed to a safe
pedestrian crossing point
Policy 7 7 added reflecting
this and other comments
about the need to address
pedestrian safety more
comprehensively.

Y

More description provided about the
issues with road safety
The Hamilton Baillie Study was of
limited value.
No ref in their study to a zebra
crossing at Albert Street, Barkstone
Lane, High Street
Initiatives suggested and policy
wording provided – note many are
not planning matters but are
mentioned in the text.

Respondent 3
Section of
the Plan

Comments

Amendments Proposed

Amendments
Made

Community
Objective
10
(amended
to 11)

There is a documented MBC
consultation process, not sure can
force pre application discussion with
a parish council?

The wording does not force
pre app consultation but
encourages it and sets it as
a best practice standard.
Elsewhere this has proven
to be effective in securing
more effective pre app
engagement from
developers with the
community.
These are key views and
are selective to show key
views into or out of the
settlements not all views
in the open countryside
and were chosen by the
NPSG
This was identified as a
view of Borough wide
importance NPP 2 4
amended to make clear
that relates to
development within the
Parish

N

Significant views does not include
view from Longore bridge, Muston?

Must not harm the view of st Marys
church from Belvoir castle. This will
need
some explaining? Not sure about
this?
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N

Y

Section of
the Plan

Comments

Amendments Proposed

Amendments
Made

The statement that trees important
in fighting climate change is not
correct and could mislead the public.
Trees and other plants can be
important carbon sinks and add to
biodiversity. Tree planting over open
ground is not supported as a
principle. Scrub, meadows, fast
growing then pollarded trees
suggested better than slow growing
at carbon capture. Reducing
emissions is key in fighting climate
emergency. The size of trees v street
scene also needs considering.
Sensible tree planting is supported.
Too onerous and not important for
many garden uses, a winner would
be raised beds and appropriate mix
from; soil/coir/compost/vermiculite.

Para states that trees will
help parish adapt to
climate change –
Leicestershire and Rutland
Wildlife Trust also provided
comment relating to this
and wording has been
added to text before policy
9. Any tree planting
program would be
undertaken based on
professional advise

Y

This reflects input from the
NPSG

N

Pages 29 and 40 judgemental waffle
not appropriate drafting style for
NP?

Assume mean 39 and 40 –
text provided by resident
as contribution to the NP –
one para removed as it was
quite flowery but the rest
is considered factual
LGS area 2 has been
expanded and updated to
include this pond and to
remove the area that has
planning permission for
dwellings.
The proposed walk along
the river Devon is
aspirational – the exact
extent of the route will
depend on further
discussions

Y

Comment not clear – but
ref to pedestrian safety
added based on comments
by other respondents and
developer contribution
policy added.

N

Map does not include pond area
north of and near river bank
Beckingthorpe as important green
area when it is important?
Page 45 and map the proposed new
footpath would require landowner
consent and footbridge of £40,000
to £80,000 estimate? People would
not walk diagonal across the field
then back to river. They would walk
along river bank. Too much intrusion
and potential property devaluation
for those living north of the river.
Page 58; para 3. Mentions seeking
developer contributions? There is
‘traffic issues’ in the list following
recent consultation on sect 106
topics but not this specifically?
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Y

N

Section of
the Plan
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Comments

Amendments Proposed

Amendments
Made

Page 64, para 212; New
developments should provide for a
charging point, for existing homes
the pace of battery type and
development is fast, the type of
charging points and who will use in 5
years is not clear. Do you want to
commit funds to charging points or
lobby for someone else to provide?
The station car park is not suitable as
all spaces are needed for train users.
Page 65; renewable energy. There is
the opportunity to add that
developments should add to the
biodiversity of the area and be
integral to the plan. Not sure how
this definitive list of trees was
decided. This list is easily challenged,
possibly best not to mention the
species other than native? It would
be inappropriate to plant some of
these on clay and in the countryside?
Pages 68 to 70; Bungalows.
Bungalows as the only answer is not
supported. Houses designed for the
whole life of a person to cope with
ageing and disability (may need a lift)
are preferred. Single storey living
would be a fair statement. This could
be provided by apartments with lift
to second floor. Bungalows are
included in single storey living.
Bungalows are not good use of a
plot, this can be evidenced by
bungalows being removed for new
houses to be built.
Page 70 and 71. I don’t see the need
to reduce the number of houses
from the MBC 100 to 40. Self build
brings its own design management
issues and with a general feel for the
public wanting smaller houses
allowing a large self build could
provoke criticism?
The reference to the NP mentioning
AONB is not relevant. Relevant is the
Local Plan references and the recent
Leicester and Leicestershire Tourism
Growth Plan.

Charging points are
encouraged only and the
locations were suggested
by the NPSG but the detail
would be agreed on a case
by case basis.

N

Renewable energy policy
has been amended and
does link to policy 3 on
biodiversity. Ref to tree
species has been amended
based on other comments

Y

Agreed – level access
accommodation was
referred to as well but this
has been strengthened by
adding in the sub heading
and amended Policy 10 7
to refer to it

Y

Encouraging self build was
in the original draft NP and
is supported by the NPSG.
The opportunity to secure
a self build plot is time
limited to ensure delivery
of housing is not delayed if
interest is not secured.
Reference added to
Leicestershire Tourism
Growth Plan

N

Y

Section of
the Plan

Comments

Amendments Proposed

Amendments
Made

The Walford close car park is for
surgery use only not for shoppers

Amended

Y

Appendix D – could not see the
business at Hill farm, Long lane and
the Belvoir Industrial estate (old
Belvoir cordials just inside parish)
included?
A narrative mentions the land at
Beckingthorpe with strong reference
to ‘ponds’. It would be better to
refer to this as green space without
the ponds as the top one was dug to
assist drainage and to keep pet
geese dries out and the lower pond
may now dry out as water is not
pumped from the river and may dry
from time to time. I understand
there is no desire to fill in these
ponds at present.
The railway land ‘triangle’ and grass
field adjoining the river may be
allocated for a nature reserve? If so,
Professional advice should be sought
and managed as mostly ‘open’ NOT
intensive tree planting. The limited
fertility makes both the field and old
railway track area suitable for wild
flowers and managed scrub.

Businesses are on the edge
of the parish - to be added

Comments

Amendments Proposed

LGS area2 has been
expanded and updated to
include this pond and to
remove the area that has
planning permission for
dwellings

Part of the land is a Local
Wildlife site no proposal to
allocate as a nature reserve
– it was suggested as a
significant green gap due
to value it has in providing
a sense of openness right
up to the edge of the
Village Envelope

Respondent 4
Section of
the Plan

Really gratifying to see the
Noted
Bottesford Neighbourhood Plan now
coming to a conclusion as the Parish
really needs to have a powerful local
impact upon future development
Inevitably the Melton Local Plan
constrains the Neighbourhood Plan
as major developments are already
allocated and located. Rightly the
Neighbourhood Plan aims to
readdress this by seeking a huge
improvement in the quality of new
housing development being built and
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Amendments
Made
NA

Section of
the Plan

Comments

Amendments Proposed

planned as this has been sadly
lacking before.
However the Plan period extends to
2036 yet most of the current
planning proposals, when approved,
are likely to be built in the next 5 to
6 years. Obviously, the Local Plan will
be reviewed within the next 16
years, but the Parish, through the
neighbourhood Plan, should be
ensuring that any identified critical
sites which should be kept open /
not developed are shown as such in
the Neighbourhood Plan. Being
proactive and visionary, rather than
reactive, should be a concurrent
theme.
Should be more about connectivity
to the A52, rail, cycling

The NP covers the same
time as the Local Plan as it
is in general conformity
with the LP policies – the
NP should be reviewed in 5
years when an assessment
can be made about
whether other sites need
allocating based on
delivery of housing across
MBC.

Para 24 – page 8 Under c) suggest
“protecting and enhancing the
landscape character”
Add a further note – “provide better
provision for cycling and pedestrian
movements within the Parish.
Page 9 add tree planting
Easthorpe is designated as a Rural
Hub yet it has no services within the
village. It is only there because of its
closeness to Bottesford. This
designation has caused developers
and planners to regard Easthorpe as
merely being a “suburb” of
Bottesford and consequently the
village is losing / lost its character.
For the future Easthorpe should be
regarded as a rural settlement and
Melton Council requested to lose
Easthorpe’s Rural Hub designation.
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Amendments
Made

The scope of the NP is
limited in relation to major
highway and rail proposals.
However the new
Developer Contribution
policy does refer to the
importance pf highway
infrastructure Cycling is
important and the NP
promotes new routes
across the parish
Amended

N

Noted and MBC aware

N

Y

Section of
the Plan

Comments

Amendments Proposed

Amendments
Made

The Local Plan allows for 15% of
growth to meet “objectively
assessed housing need in the rural
area”. Given this statement how it is
noticeable that the 2 windfall sites in
Easthorpe are outside the
designated settlement boundary;
one of which is also in Flood zone 2.
Further the properties did not
comply with the Borough’s own
assessment of housing need. If that
is “objectively assessed” what
assurance can residents have that
the Neighbourhood Plan will really
meet the statement in para 38.
The list is comprehensive but could
be more specific with a linked plan
showing where projects are located.
It would also be better if the actions
indicated which agencies need to be
involved and how the proposals
were going to be actioned and
where possible when.
History section lacks information on
Easthorpe
Community Vision – pages 17/18
Nothing is shown about providing
more local employment
opportunities or about stopping
building in flood zones but see
community objectives
Additions suggested to vison and
objectives.

Noted

N

Noted this is something
that will be developed
once the NP is made

N

Information added

Y

Amended

Y

Amended

Y

Ref should be made to design code
questions page 74/75

Added to text before key
principle

Y

NP policies ref to windfall and
development adjacent to village
envelope – all development should
be within the VE

The NP has to be in general
conformity with the LP.
Policy 1 has been amended
with ref to examiners
reports on other NPs in
MBC.
Amended

Y

Policy 3 should refer to need to
avoid development on highest
quality agricultural land
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Y

Section of
the Plan

Comments

Amendments Proposed

Amendments
Made

Add area designated as scheduled
ancient monument as LGS area
already protected but it has a
footpath across it
Add ref to approval needed from EA

Agree and this area has
been changed from a
Significant Green gap to a
LGS
Amended

Y

Ref should be added to mature trees
in Easthorpe

Amended text in section 17

Y

Heritage Assets – list of 17 additional
heritage assets that are supported
by MBC
Advise that Conservation Area
boundary in Easthorpe should be
joined up

Propose add the additional
buildings

Y

Agree as the openness is
part of the historic
character – text added
before policy 12 but
boundary review is a
matter for MBC not the NP
Text added and Policy 13 d
added

Y

Amended to provide
walking/cycle route

Y

concern here is that the Orston Lane
Estate appears to have no
landscaping around it despite it
being next to open countryside.
Policy 17 b should include cycle
route
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Y

Y

Appendix A: Initial Survey 2013
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Appendix B Feedback from Residents Survey 2015
SECTION ONE – BUILDING DEVELOPMENT
The Criteria For Good Building Development in Bottesford.
With the help of residents and advisors, the Steering Group has defined 18 criteria to identify
the type of development that we consider to be acceptable. We are asking for your views on
each of these criteria.
Here they are….
Issue 1. Remain a Village.
Residents have told us that they want Bottesford to remain a rural village and that
they do not want Bottesford to become a town.
Statement: Housing developments need to be sympathetic to the village character
and style and should use types of materials, signage, road surfaces, street furniture,
etc of a village and not those more associated with suburban and urban settings.
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

333

13

6

4

1

Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
Bingham is just a sprawl, we don’t want to be like Bingham
Village should not be seen as Grantham or Bingham overspill
Bingham was a village at one time, now look at it. Knowing this we moved here.
I like the quietness of a village which is why I live here
Anybody who including new residents who live in Bottesford does so because they
have chosen to live in a village. Further building on greenfield sites will be
contrary to their wishes.
People come from all over to visit our village for its quaintness, if it were to
become a town it would lose this status.
New housing should be very limited in number, or Bottesford will no longer be a
village – think of the number of extra cars.
Will developments have adequate new roads to accommodate all the additional
cars
Preserve our heritage and values.
Bottesford’s infrastructure would not support a town.
The visual impact of NOT following this criteria is significant, and out of place in a
rural village.
Bottesford is already a town
Bottesford needs 50 dwellings per year for viability
Village needs to develop in order to remain a viable entity with local employment
and not just a satellite of Grantham/Nottingham
National builders should be checked at design stage to ensure any ‘off the peg’
house styles proposed fit in with the village architecture
Bottesford doesn’t have a typical style there’s room for unique building.
School View should be our model for affordable housing.
One bedroom properties too?
Avoid a future Barratt’s barrack’ style development in straight lines. Street scenes
and layout should be appropriate to rural character and setting.
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It is about place making and developers should be told what is expected at the
earliest stage.
Style and character of the parish has been determined by development over the
centuries.
Furniture is standard throughout the country and there are now far too many
signs, Materials might change in 30 years but shouldn’t we concentrate attention
on layout, open spaces and tree planting.
The Neighbourhood Plan is trying to stifle the economy(312)
Government policy will probably ruin all our aspirations.
Sympathetic is an ill defined word, suggest maintain and sustain

Issue 2. Housing Needs.
Our engagement process has shown that the needs of the local residents should be
the priority, whilst bearing in mind that people will want to move to the Parish from
outside.
Our engagement process has further shown a need for 2-3 bedroom homes for firsttime buyers (e.g. children of residents), residents’ families and older residents who
are looking to down-size.
Statement: The Neighbourhood Plan should ensure that all developments are
targeted towards the housing needs of local people as an absolute priority.
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
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5

Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
Priority is for local peoples’ needs
Attracting outside people to the Parish can bring vitality, new ideas and
investment
Anybody has the right to settle in Bottesford
Children born in the local area must be a priority here.
To believe that children should automatically live in the village they grew up in is
an old-fashioned idea given that these days people need mobility to seek out the
best job opportunities.
Affordable housing for children who grew up in the Parish
Yes to 2-3 bed homes for first time buyers, not certain that children of residents
will be a large market.
Today’s populations are more mobile
Buildings of all types so as not to upset the population profile
Need for 1 -2 bed flats in houses or low rise blocks for young and old
Some 4/5 bed homes for families with older children or where parents work from
home or where a more exclusive residence is desired.
Existing properties are struggling to sell e.g. School View
3 bed homes should be the maximum size for new build
Without up-sizing opportunities the housing market fails
Allow owners to develop their houses to their changing needs
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Not just 2-3 bed homes
4/5 bed homes should also be built to give the Parish a good socio-economic
balance
Development needs to maintain a mixed viable community with a range of
incomes and accessible and desired local facilities. This target will not achieve
this.
Older people downsize to bungalows, none are being built
“Older residents do not require 2/3 bedroom town houses, bungalows would be
more in keeping with their requirements.”
Midland Housing Survey shows a need for bungalows.
Elderly rarely move out of their large homes to downsize
Good quality well-designed bungalows near the village centre are essential for
people looking to downsize.
Will houses be truly affordable and will priority be given to local people.
Cheaper houses on Barratts’ development bought for rent by investors?
Need for affordable 3-4 bed homes for families
Local people are important but so too is affordability. Currently an affordable
property is about £175,000. Perhaps we should abandon the phrase ‘affordable
properties’ in favour of first-time buyer properties. We cannot allow developers
to build so called affordable properties at sky-high prices of £175,000 as at The
Wickets. (Belvoir Rd)
Will this happen look at the Wickets prices
What will the need be in 30 years , we are an aging nation and there will be a
need for an sheltered, accommodation /care home in the village in that time.
Nursing home (private) needed and serviced retirement apartments.
Consider increasing number of single householders and those needing affordable
care provision.
There is a different need in different parts of the village. A more specific
statement is required.
How has need been identified, who has been part of the engagement process?
Staged growth is incredibly important for the well-being of all residents.

Issue 3. Staged growth.
Historically the Parish has grown slowly. Slow growth means that facilities and
services as well as the “social feel” of the villages can adapt to increasing numbers in
a natural and comfortable way.
Statement: The requirement for 220-250 new homes should be built in staged
developments, spread uniformly over the next 25 years rather than built in short-term,
large-scale spurts of big development which would give no time for our community
and services to react.
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

313
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5

5

3
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Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
25 houses per year would not be unreasonable
50 houses sounds too much for Bottesford Better if infrastructure improvements
lead the development
Not more than 6 buildings by any one builder.
220-250 homes that are to built in Bottesford seem excessive irrespective of the
time-scale. Would the infrastructure support this large increase?
10 homes a year makes sensible maths. Developers should be tied in to this
strategy.
Developments since the 1970s have not been slow growth and infrastructure is
already overloaded.
Facilities have not kept pace, same as 30 years ago. Facilities in place before
houses
Infrastructure improvements needed, sewerage system, water supply
More shops needed, a clothing outlet and another Chemist
Schools, health services and roads would need to adapt.
School and pre-school would not cope with a huge impact at once.
Public Toilets required
Major infrastructure improvements more problematic with numbers of small
schemes.
Larger developments in a specified area more desirable
It depends if you live near a site you wouldn’t want it dragged out over a long
period.
Resist the large-scale objectives of the national house-builders.
In the past developers have deliberately developed in phases to avoid
contributing to the infrastructure of the village.
Better amenities funding with larger schemes.
Small scale development encourages integration in the community
Population increasing and land in short supply, better to have a big development
than try to find a constant supply of small sites
The Wickets’ has already used up the next 5 years’ allocation. Will planners
change the target?
There is a need to remember that, as well as more homes, more crop-yielding
fields are needed to sustain any population increase.
Obviously planners don’t agree permitting a large development and adding to
flood risk.
Danger that land will be earmarked for development and then not built causing
planning blight
This is essential to avoid destruction of the integrity of the community
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Issue 4. Preserving the approaches of the village.
The Parish of Bottesford has “soft edges” with no significant building developments
along the approaches of the Parish. The first impression along each approach is of
a few spread-out houses and later as one approaches the centre of the village the
density is greater. The intensity of Bottesford is at its greatest in the middle of the
village with the church of St Mary creating a centrepiece for us all.
Statement:
Development should avoid the building of large estates on the approaches to the
village of Bottesford and in particular in the present space between the village and
the A52. (for example along the Belvoir Road).
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

250

38

25

22

21

Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
Development with direct access to A52 would be OK.
Development should be in between village and A52 and along Grantham and
Nottingham Roads. (Strongly agreed to Question)
Build nearer to By Pass and avoid congestion in Village e.g. Belvoir and
Nottingham Roads
A number of estates already on village approaches Walkers Close, Howitts Road, The Wickets, Bowbridge Estate
More on approaches acceptable-on Nottingham Rd by Football ground
Building at Grantham end with access to A52 preferred
Small developments on approaches with access to A52 will reduce congestion in
village centre
Build on the Nottingham side of the village to provide for the Nottingham folk.
Infill has already caused a suburban character
Preserve heart of village and expand in all directions except North
Where else would they build them there are no larger plots in the centre?
Build on edges to reduce congestion in the village centre
Better to build on the outskirts of the village than take any more green land in
the village.
Fewer houses in the village centre
Preserving open spaces in the village centre more important
More obvious to use approaches rather than cramming into the centre
Keep open areas in village centre and concentrate development around the
periphery in discrete areas rather than a continuous ring of development around
the village.
Development of Clay Pits not unreasonable
Expand Belvoir Rd development
Where do you propose to build then?
Developments on Village Approaches encourage driving into village.
Avoid A52 but North West area of Bottesford would not impact on approaches
Would look like Bingham or Barrowby Gate
Houses closer to village centre first
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Please keep the approaches as rural as possible
Building large estates on the approaches to the village must be avoided
Washlands tend to be at the village edge and should not be built upon
Developing land on the Grantham Road risks flooding from the Devon.
If you build on these roads you will lose the rural feel.
How did The Wickets get passed?
We now have 56 houses either completed or under construction on Belvoir Rd.
We were assured at a public meeting that there would be 56 houses only – yet I
believe the entire field has been surveyed. Developers must not get away with
lying to the local population.
Houses already being built on Belvoir Rd already breach this statement.
The approach to the village along Belvoir Rd will be ruined if the Barratt
development is allowed to extend.
No further development on Belvoir Rd. We must protect the beautiful setting of
the village in the Vale of Belvoir.
Highly concerned about further development of Belvoir Rd increasing the volume
of traffic.
Large estates are only disagreeable because, in the past, they consisted of
identical houses. Varied, sizes, styles, materials and design, plus varied street
layouts can give a varied feel and be more village like.
Seen as a village not an urban area
It should also ensure that there are environmental mitigations

Issue 5. The countryside reaches in to the village centre.
Between the main approaches to Bottesford lie tracts of rural land, accessible by
footpath, which almost reach the village centre. So wherever we are in Bottesford we
are never more than a few minutes from the countryside and pleasant walks.
Statement: The close links between the centre of the village and the countryside
should be maintained.
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
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1

Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
Important amenity
Maintain links with countryside Do otherwise and you change the character of
our village – and it is OUR village
Green ways can be created between existing and new developments.
This is why I moved here.
Protect the setting and use of the footpaths off Belvoir Rd from the Winterbeck to
Easthorpe.
Most important factor
Vigilance needed small time developers already looking at in-fill
Encourages exercise
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Not an even sprawl of housing all around the village.
Mod to criteria ‘ Development should support and enhance the close links....’

Issue 6. Always Open Skies.
There is a low intensity of housing in the village of Bottesford. Properties tend to be
only two-stories high, have space around them and decent-sized gardens. This
means that we usually have wide views and see open skies.
Statement:
Planning developments should avoid increasing the intensity of the village.
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

310

31

10

4

0

Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
For family houses two and a half storeys is a must
2/3 storey buildings could be built in the village centre“
Three storey developments should be resisted.
Rows of terraced housing as opposite The Rutland should be discouraged – not in
keeping with village character.
Wickets inhibits views towards Belvoir Ridge
Views from Village centre to be maintained
Although some people like to have a small and manageable garden there may be
some room for manoeuvre here.
Incompatible with affordable housing. …many young and old don’t want to look
after a garden.
Gardens – developers should be encouraged to plant a fruit tree or bush in every
garden – help the Borough to become more sustainable and reduce food miles.
A reason for wanting to be in a village.
Vital for health and well being
This should include keeping open space in the village centre NO to Daybells
development
Slightly ambiguous statement –all down to considered design and the
understanding of the local character
Intensity or density?
Determined by need and conditions in 30 years
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Issue 7. Roof lines.
Through the village roof-lines are irregular. Heights and shapes of buildings are also
irregular.
Statement:
Future developments should follow in this tradition, and avoid long stretches of
similar roof heights and regular roof-lines.
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

280
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0

3

Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
Bungalows should not be placed close to 2 storey buildings overlooking,
overshadowed etc
Again if you do otherwise you change the character of the village.
Roof lines – “in keeping with the character of surrounding houses.”
3 storey developments should be strongly resisted.
Ridge heights higher than 7.5ms. should not be permitted.
Different heights add character.
Low line development is significant , looking from village hall and footpaths to St
Mary’s
New houses opposite Red Lion an eye- sore, shame on you MBC
What is considered a long stretch, Granary Close?
Cites Grantham Rd new properties as poor
The mixture should only be in new estates. In an all bungalow area, like around
the old petrol station building a small block of 2 storey houses is not appropriate.
Raising houses to avoid flooding inhibits views e.g. “Wickets’ and Belvoir castle.
Past developments such as Bowbridge and Beckingthorpe show how important
this is.
Historical population in village centre with terraced and 3 storey buildings
Reference to Prince Charles’ Poundbury village,Dorset
Look at Brixworth, Northants for a good quality development
Ambiguous – a well designed terrace with gardens might be acceptable in
townscape terms as well as economic land use but no good on density
Layout more important than design.
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Issue 8. Building in harmony with the Topography.
The villages of the Parish have tended to grow organically in a way that is
sympathetic to their setting in the landscape.
Statement:
This approach should continue with groups of houses that are appropriate to the
shape and topography of the land rather than hard-edge, squared-off estates.
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

301

40

5

5

1

Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
Do not build on mounds to avoid flooding
Appropriate layout of developments will give soft edges
(Building) “Should be confined to the village envelope.’
NO to building north of the railway
Couldn’t agree more, very important
Incorporate preservation and enhancement of the landscape
Good layout can create interest and take in existing features
New houses opposite Red Lion an eye- sore, this sort of thing will keep
happening, control from MBC needs to change
Barratt’s development is a good example – to avoid!
Can we enforce or only suggest
Batches of 50-500 houses required to meet current UK housing needs

Issue 9. Flooding.
Many parts of our villages are prone to flooding, but current Environment Agency
maps do not accurately identify the areas most at risk.
Statement:
Building should only be permitted in places that do not flood and in places that would
not cause other parts of the villages to flood.
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

334
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3

1

2
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Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
Lessons must be learnt from previous flooding
EA should identify flood areas based on historical events.
New Belvoir Rd development will put surrounding houses at risk.
Concerns over flooding due to The Wickets
Arch of Belvoir Road and Barkestone Lane bridges is lower than the banks leading
to flooding of adjacent land
Building in these areas puts insurance premiums up. “It is next to impossible to
get home insurance (and thus a mortgage) on any house liable to flood. Any
authority which acts contrary to this should be required to indemnify
householders at its own risk.”
Flood risk affects property values and insurance premiums even if flooding
doesn’t occur and creates a place where “people don’t feel safe to live.
Why build houses, that according to the locals is flood plain i.e. the Wickets,
Belvoir Rd
Building on flood plains will only exacerbate problems for the future.
Flooded area east and south of Belvoir Rd to the Winterbeck not shown.
Prevent the increase of ‘hard areas’ which would increase flood risk.
The Old Clay Pit on Grantham Rd should never be allowed to be filled in, it
provides a good storm drain.
No building on hills around the village.
Permitting a large development on a flood plain and putting other areas at risk.
Flood water is unpredictable
Common sense
Buildings can be designed to resist/ avoid flooding. But unintended
consequences, flooding in other areas, should be avoided.
Insist on flood protection schemes from developers not building on artificially
raised land, schemes to mitigate flooding must be effective and not just move the
problem elsewhere
Modern drainage such as attenuation ponds mitigate most problems
Flood risk shouldn’t restrict future development, sewerage drainage is more of a
problem.
Land can be efficiently drained, there are estates built on flood plains precedent
set.
If land prone to flooding is used adequate flood alleviation measures should be
put in place.
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Issue 10. Mixing of housing types.
Through the history of the villages of Bottesford, Muston and Normanton (and to a
lesser degree Easthorpe) large and small houses have grown up side by side. This
creates a sense of harmony and adds to the character of the place.
Statement:
We should continue this approach of mixing housing-types in each area of the
Parish.
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

297
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3

Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
Too many executive houses, smaller homes needed
No more executive dwellings behind 6 foot fences
Housing mix helps to sell houses
Villages always have a mix of building sizes
If you want an all-inclusive feel don’t create rich and poor areas.
Harmonious development – but not of a blatantly contrived nature
All developments should have a mix but one not deemed viable then cost will be
passed on to purchaser.
Such a mix develops a social mix and tolerance of different age groups
Emphasis should be on point 2, Housing need
Modern designs not in character with other village properties
Brick jungles are eyesores
Shouldn’t mix very large 4+ bed houses with small I to 2 bed houses.
This is not a statement and needs rewriting
Why does this create harmony?

Issue 11. Protected Open Spaces
Certain areas of the Parish are designated as areas to be protected.
Statement: Areas of Conservation and Protected Open Spaces should remain
protected and new Open Spaces should be designated where appropriate.
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

323
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5

2

0
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Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
A number of these are small, consider combining them on another site to reduce
maintenance etc
Healthy walks available
Essential to well being of the villages, both to have more habitation but retain
open spaces
A key townscape consideration
.. in this case MBC should not get away with ‘forgetting’ to ratify its own decisions
as was the case some years ago.
Need protection and vigilance
All open space should be protected and new created where possible. Once gone it
is gone.
Should ensure opportunities for new or extending existing
Should be used appropriately and not just a blanket rule to prevent development
School playing fields should be protected from development.
Bottesford needs a park big enough for trees, ball games, dog walking etc
Park facilities improved as at Long Clawson.
Use Daybells field as a public park rather than for housing
Normanton should continue to be a linear village with the benefit of open spaces.
Building on open spaces increases storm water run-off
Unaware of where conservation areas are in the villages

Issue 12. A network of valuable village paths.
The Parish has a rare network of paths along the river and between parts of the
village providing excellent ways to move between areas of the village.
Statement: The Neighbourhood Plan should protect these paths and to continue this
tradition in future developments where possible and appropriate.
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

334
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0

1

Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
Improved signposting on footpaths
All footpaths marked on old maps must be kept for next generations
Consider disabled and people with push chairs when configuring stiles/gates
Footpaths may have to be diverted but routes must not be lost or blocked.
Improved signposting on footpaths
Footpaths – “make it a pleasant place to live. Please don’t lose it.”
Protect the paths and their rural settings.
Existing footpaths to be maintained to allow safe access to the centre and
countryside
Too many footpaths have become alleyways between fences
Footpaths are a specific feature of the area
As long as paths are maintained
Great!
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Historically was a requirement by previous Parish Councils to enable resident to
walk across the village avoiding the A52 (before the by-pass was built)
As village grows homes will be built further from the centre
Good cycle paths encourages use of bikes
This only makes sense if the open spaces and routes to the countryside are also
protected and extended.
Although the people who currently choose to ‘invent’ their own footpaths rather
than follow waymarkers [they] should be made to respect the rights of local
farmers.”
What happened to Riverside Walk pathway and a certain resident blocking the
path off?
Shame about FP76 could more have been done?
LCC has a duty to protect rights of way but not with footpath 76!
I think the horse has bolted here
Statement weakened by use of...‘possible and’...

Issue 13. Walking and Cycling.
The residents are already concerned about the level of congestion in the centre of
Bottesford and do not want to attract more cars to the centre of the village.
Statement: Development should only be located where it allows people to access
the village’s shops, cafes, pubs, schools and healthcare facilities without the need to
resort to the car.
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
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Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
Sadly people will not walk far and always will use their car How can we get people
out of cars?
Elderly, disabled and children will all be limited in how far they can walk
Unfortunately many residents living in the village use their cars for the short
distance to the centre – we, both over 80 WALK into the village.
We are dependent on the use of a car and because of congestion we now shop in
Long Bennington.
Noticeable that short car journeys are increasing
A lot of people parking on the High St live on adjacent streets.
People will still use cars if they are in a hurry or the weather is bad, we can’t
regulate car use particularly as the population ages.
This would suggest close to the village centre and not Easthorpe and beyond
More parking should be provided
Parking provision needed in the village. Restrictions could kill the village.
People from outside the area must be encouraged.
Decent sized car park needed in centre if there is to be additional housing
Bottesford retailers depend on the wider area for customers
Parking restriction needed
Remove all parking in centre except for less able.
Blue badge parking only in village
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Parking for residents of Queen St, Albert St etc
Pedestrianise the centre of village with access for residents and deliveries, special
attention for the less able.
Yellow lines on Albert St
Cycle lanes on footpaths to encourage young people to cycle to school/work and
encourage cycling generally
Improve cycle link with Muston otherwise residents are disadvantaged
No where to park a bike/Erect cycle racks
Footpaths needed, Normanton Lane, Grantham Road to Muston and Station Road
Barkestone lane/A52 junction should be used for schools
Why not have shops on the new estates, seemingly virtuous planning
considerations become self contradictory.
Speed is as much a concern as congestion though.
New houses on approaches will lead to more people driving into the village

Issue 14. Village Envelopes.
Historically, our Village Envelope has been the line drawn around the villages outside
which building has not normally been allowed. Over the years the line has been
successful in making sure the villages do not sprawl out in all directions, for example,
merging the hamlet of Easthorpe with Bottesford. Now that the pressure to build
more houses has led to Melton Borough Council reconsidering the Village Envelope
planning strategy we need to consider our own.
Statement: The Neighbourhood Plan should take the opportunity to re-draw the
position of the line to accommodate identified housing needs, and then maintain its
new position for at least the next 25 years.
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

217
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Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
Avoid merging of villages
Concern that this will cause the villages to combine.
Retain gaps between villages
Needs to maintain discreet, logical and obvious space between
communities/villages.
Such lines force high density building in limited space, why prevent village
attracting investment and facilities.
This will cause shortages and lead to price rises –Nimbys want this
V E s already relaxed and Gov’t push on housing will not help
Envelope to remain the same and be maintained
No alterations to existing VE“
I don’t see why it can’t be maintained in perpetuity. We need fields as well as
houses to support an increased population.”
Draw the line as close as possible to the existing line and maintain it for 25 years.
Against increasing village footprint
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Would need to see a map of existing and proposed
Need to know where line is to be drawn before agreeing
There needs to be an envelope but worried about redrawing it
Worrying development, benefits not clearly explained
Good for us to decide before it is forced on us
No problem merging Easthorpe into Bottesford, and Normanton into Bottesford –
all part of the same parish
Incorporate area around football fields
Envelope should not render any plot of land within it available for development.
Road signs do not mark the boundary of the village.
Is it possible to use natural boundaries
Firm control required on new envelope.
Done with care and consultation
Anticipating long term growth requires a comprehensive landscape plan for the
next 25 years-the spaces between the buildings are as important as the buildings
themselves.
Pie in the sky

Issue 15. Key Vistas
A special feature of the Parish is the clear views it affords of St Mary’s church steeple
and Belvoir Castle.
Statement: Planning decisions should always attempt to maintain key vistas of the
castle and the church steeple from all places where they can now be seen.
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
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Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
Illuminate the Church with solar powered lights like Wymeswold and Plumtree Not
many houses can see the Castle, some can see the spire or parts of it.
Keep open spaces around
Church Steeple is a good landmark for walkers
The church is a definite eye-catcher
St Mary’s yes, Castle not so sure
Visitors comment positively on views of the steeple and castle
Very few in the villages can see the castle and the Church can be seen for miles
around, not considered a big concern.
View of Castle from Cricket Club will be gone forever following The Wickets build.
Views along Belvoir Rd of castle and woods blocked by new estate
Belvoir Rd development has resulted in loss of views of castle, woods and fields
for residents of Belvoir Rd, Keel Drive, and South Crescent.
Key vistas –already compromised by the Belvoir Rd estate, a shame. Should not
let that happen any more.
Other points are surely more important
Meaningless, developers will argue it wasn’t a ‘key vista’“
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Planning decisions should not just ‘attempt’ to maintain existing views, they
should be required to do so.

Issue 16. Good Quality Agricultural Land
Bottesford Parish is situated in the agriculturally important Vale of Belvoir.
Statement: New building should avoid using the best and most versatile agricultural
land.
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
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6

Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
Who decides what is good agricultural land
Need to define ‘best and most versatile land’ if economically not viable to be
farmed, consider needs of farmers
Common sense and contact with the NFU will determine the best land.
Landowners want to sell for housing rather than farming
Retain agricultural land
All agricultural land is valuable – we need to reduce food imports.
Critical for future generations
Some land not used – e.g between Grantham Rd and A52
Brownfield sites before Greenfield areas
No building on the greenbelts, brown sites only
Must avoid their use for housing
A no-brainer surely?
This is a rural village that grew around a farming community
Pasture and meadowland is as important to the village character as arable land
The allotments should never be stolen to build on
Don’t develop farmland behind Methodist Church or on Palmers Hill
Healthy walks available
But why are there plans to build on farm land?
The logic of this is to build on land prone to flooding
Meaningless, developers will argue it wasn’t the best farmland
Items 11, 14 and 15 more important than this issue

Issue 17. Allotments
Bottesford Parish has valuable amenity in its existing allotments. Increased housing
may increase demand.
Statement: Existing allotments should be protected and areas identified for extra
provision should the demand increase.
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Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
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Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
Reinstate land that was allotments and was taken over for other purposes.
Millenium Green should be returned to allotments
Daybell’s Field used for allotments
Allotment space has already been reduced in the last 20 years. Developers
should be encouraged to provide these.
Smaller gardens in modern houses will increase need for allotments.
Proven health benefits – food, and mental well-being.
Community allotments shared by the elderly
Open/ green spaces within the envelope could be designated for allotments rather
than in-filling.
As a allotment holder I would be amenable to relocate if current land was wanted
for a different use.
Common sense should prevail, in 30 years we may have to grow our own food.
Hedges and borders to allotments kept nature friendly to encourage wild birds
etc.
When they are gone, they are gone for good.
Been on the list for 7 years, still not been allocated an allotment.
It could be argued that houses with good-sized gardens have no need for
allotments.
Allotments are only for hobby gardeners.
Only if demand increases.

Issue 18. Building materials used.
Building materials reflect the traditional materials used through the Parish. This
helps to create aesthetic harmony and reduce any negative aesthetic impact of new
builds. Brickwork is the predominant material within the Parish.
Statement:
Builders should be encouraged to use a mix of traditional materials within a diversity
of designs to reflect the local style and character.
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

278

54

15

5

4
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Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
Should be insisted upon
All recent developments have supported this direction without the need for a NP
Good idea to use materials that blend in aesthetically
Encouraged? It should be an absolute requirement of any planning application
The Beckingthorpe estate – “…well thought out. Three [these?] styles of houses
and curved roads, original trees left on site. This type of building should
continue.
Street furniture, lighting, signs etc should be included.
High quality construction is the key.
Why are listed buildings permitted to replace windows with UPVC components
Traditional materials mean stone, thatch, cob walling but we get dreary brick over
breeze blocks –not traditional.
Ambiguous key requirement is good design which requires proper assessment at
planning stage.
Architects should be challenged if not in line with village requirements
In respect of ‘affordable’ properties then this aspect would have to be determined
by cost.
Specify appropriate materials to stop use of cheapest options
Not if it increases prices for first time buyers
New unique buildings are the traditional buildings of the future
Consideration for exceptional design
In appropriate places there could be opportunities for innovative new design –
e.g. eco houses of high architectural quality.
There now exist building techniques and materials which are more efficient and
therefore cheaper than … bricks and mortar. The important criterion for the
village is variety. … The only undesirable buildings are pastiches.
However should a new material be introduced which isn’t overly prevalent and
looks aesthetically pleasing I am not adverse.
Need to allow buildings of exceptional design and innovation that would enhance
the villages.
Also use modern materials and not stagnate in the past
Mix of house stiles and construction, enforcing this may be almost impossible.
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SECTION TWO – OPPORTUNITIES TO ENHANCE THE PARISH
The second section deals with some of the opportunities to enhance and improve the Parish.
As builders invest, there are likely to be possibilities to address some of these opportunities
over the next 25 years.
Again we would like your views on each of these.
Opportunity 1. Access to the River Devon
The River Devon meanders through the heart of the village and this provides a
valuable amenity.
Statement: Where possible the Local Planning Authority and the Neighbourhood
Plan should look to enhance the opportunities for residents to further access and
enjoy the benefits of the river with, for example, riverside walks, cycle paths, and
opportunities to enjoy the riverbank.
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

274

59

10

8

4

Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
Clean up of river to ease flow and drainage. Stop littering on the banks and river
Enhance riverside walks but not cycle paths. Cycle paths and footpaths should not
be mixed – don’t encourage speeding cyclists
Only if well done and with conservation in mind. The riverbank is also home to a
diverse variety of wildlife; we need to consider them also.
Healthy walks available
Improve signposting to footpaths and new R Devon bridges to develop circular
walks where possible. Produce walk leaflets
The area n.w. of the village, Rectory farm, is ideal for sensitive development
which would open up access to the Devon for all residents.
There is enough access to the river.
Centre of parish has access, other adjoining land is either privately owned or
farmed. “When I was young we could go to the Mill Dam, it is now fenced off.
WHY, it was not private land
Yes – Riverside Walk – not all accessible due to a certain resident.” So what
happened to footpath 76
Concern about people parking outside other people’s homes to access these
paths.
Anyone would think you were talking of a real river not a modest watercourse like
the Devon.
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Opportunity 2. A bridge across the A52 for cyclists, equestrians and
pedestrians.
Sustrans, the national cycling charity, has approached the village with an idea for a
bridge across the A52 By-Pass. If it goes ahead it would be funded centrally to
increase the national cycling network. It would not require any local investment from
the Parish.
There are two options for the position of this bridge. The first is the West on the track
bed of the former railway line to Melton and the second is the East to reconnect
Easthorpe Lane with Muston Lane.
Statement: The Neighbourhood Plan should encourage Sustrans to choose the East
option to help re-connect the people of Muston to Bottesford.
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

236

42

42

10

22

Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
Not anything to do with a NP
Better for everyone, industry and elderly (it will not be a road bridge)
Want a road bridge across the A52
Concerned that bridge will be an eyesore
Closed in bridge unsafe for lone users
Suggest tunnel under the A52 rather than a bridge
Parish Council didn’t agree to bridge when by pass was built
No bridge needed, sight lines are good. Be patient and cross on foot.
Long walk Muston to Bottesford means bridge will make little difference.
A bridge will help to urbanise the village environment
Should be discouraged to keep cyclists away from village centres
Bridge a necessity
West is better option for Vale villages and easier to facilitate, East will only serve
Muston.
Welcome access to former railway line.
West of Bottesford track preferred
Not to be built between Muston and Easthorpe Lanes
Consider access and gates suitable for horses
Path to south of A52 constructed to link to Muston Lane
A bridge would be an eyesore, a tunnel would be much better.
How many people would actually use it? Survey both routes for use to decide this
Bridge must be aesthetically pleasing.
Ideal at Barkestone Lane to link into Redmile and the Vale, also good for Belvoir
High School students.
Put Sustrans bridge on Barkestone Lane
Barkestone Lane crossing would encourage cycling to Belvoir High School
I think this is a matter to be decided by the Muston residents.
Eastern option will benefit Muston, this is an important initiative that will improve
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life in Muston.
Certainly need a safe crossing at Church Lane and Main St
Eastern option would also draw more people through Bottesford and increase use
of its facilities.
What is the point of the western option, Barkestone Lane better, Muston lane
much better still. Western option would probably become a white elephant except
for a few cyclists“.. the link to Muston would be our choice. We like to walk to
Muston but the A52 is a problem.” Would make a very positive difference Good
link now that Bottesford and Muston churches are in the same benefice Already a
popular cycle route
Better if closer to developed areas rather than in the countryside? The west is no
good for Muston.
More central to serve villages
Footpaths needed from Muston to the bridge and along Grantham Road into
Bottesford to avoid pedestrians having to walk in the road.
Land take for this would be considerable as height and provision for future
dualling may be an issue.

Opportunity 3. New Layout for High Street in Bottesford village centre.
Prior to the building of the A52 by-pass the High Street was the route of the A52.
When the by-pass was built we missed the opportunity to revert the High Street to a
rural road.

Statement 3.1

Statement 3.2

Statement 3.1: The Plan should propose a new layout to the cross roads at the High
Street and Barkestone Lane to ease crossing for pedestrians and cyclists.
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

204

68

36

7

24
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Statement 3.2: The Plan should propose a new layout to the area around the
Stocks and running down Market Street in front of the Bull and Paul’s restaurant to
the Belvoir Road junction. This will be designed to ease the crossing of the road and
create a sense of place in the village centre.
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

195

67

34

12

35

Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
Historic part of Bottesford and should be left alone
Market St is a characteristic of Bottesford
Anything to make these areas safer for pedestrians long overdue
Use yellow lines to restrict parking
Pub and restaurant users should walk or use their car parks
I agree with Lord Holmes on a halt to shared spaces which may increase risk of
accident
Hamilton Baillie were criticised in a recent BBC One show for a similar scheme
Both places are challenging for motorists and pedestrians
Put double yellow lines by the Spar
Need a crossing in the High St
Drop school children off in Belvoir Rd (from A52)
10 mph limit
Traffic calming required
Pictures create a false impression with no parked cars, address parking first or
this will make it worse.
Splendid idea, village needs a focal point
Disagree - install zebra crossing and double yellow lines one side of the road
Work near stocks will ruin this part of the village, seems to be against what you
are trying to achieve
A space for events, fairs etc
Looks urban
No parking zone on approach to cross roads
Market St area not seen as village centre
3.1 would help everyone
3.2 changes the character too much.
Citing of criticised Leicester scheme where there was no distinction between path
and road
Public involvement and more information required on plan
Confusion for drivers, uncertainty for pedestrians
Just put a crossing in by Hands Walk/ near High St/Barkestone Lane.
How will this work with the parking issue in the village
New layout to prevent dangerous car parking
Decrease speeds by mixed use space and no signs making drivers more cautious.
Viable when the A52 ran through the village, reconsider layout
Revamped Village centre may attract troublesome youngsters
Install a crossing near Pizzini’s
Wide pavement in front of Spar made into a parking bay
Replace 40mph with 30 mph restriction on Grantham Rd
Put a crossing near the Thatch for north and west, those from the east tend to
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use Keel Drive.
3.i Anything that slows traffic down but NOT speed humps!
Does [the photo] imply pedestrians have right of way at the junction?”
3.ii No speed humps please they damage vehicles.
(Proposal =) making Bottesford into a town not a village.” But “need to address
the corner of Albert St / Barkestone Lane, but a pedestrian crossing would suffice.
Will the new layout stop HGVs coming through the village, particularly using
Market St?
Perhaps crossing for pedestrians and cyclists would be easier if there were speed
bumps to slow the traffic.
Market Street should be the centre of the village as it used to be.
Improvement essential.
Stop juggernauts coming through the village. These roads are main access to
residential areas. Proposals would only be appropriate if there were alternative
roads around the village centre.
Not sure about the removal of the metal railings adjacent to the stocks.
Opposed to any plan restricting vehicular access to the village centre.
Put concrete bollards at the ford to stop all through traffic on Devon Lane.
A new by-pass n. of the village
New layout outside Co-op.
Protected crossing needed for all pedestrians. Vehicles will still use this area.
HGV limits should be enforced.
Put crossings in both locations
20mph limit through village
Enforce weight limit on HGV and prevent use of village as a rat-run.
Staggered parking on main streets
All villages need a defined centre and a village green
High St is still a major road and will never be rural
School vehicle traffic needs to be diverted before any decision is taken
Planning is very important, the market place picture looks like a car park waiting
to happen.
Very important
Before this more enforcement of overweight vehicles has to occur, Police not
interested and parish council doing vague reporting.
Reserve opinion until detail known
Higher priority should be given to pedestrian access as village grows to avoid
roads that are too busy to cross
3.1 only a problem at peak times
3.2 roads and paths should never look the same, cause of accidents
Towns are pedestrianised not villages, what is a rural road, a cart track.
Bottesford has always been a cross roads and old photos show these street
scenes almost unaltered over the years.

Opportunity 4. Location of Industry.
A healthy and thriving business community is important to the Parish’s sustainability
and spirit, and to the people who live and work in the Parish.
There are two industrial areas in the Parish: Normanton Lane and Orston Lane.
Statement. To reduce impact on the village centre, the ideal place for industrial
location within the Parish would be along Orston Lane. The Plan should look
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favourably at opportunities to move such industry from the Normanton Lane estate to
the Orston Lane site over the next 25 years.
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

163

89

59

13

29

Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
Move to Orston Lane is highly recommended
How is it to be funded and firms assisted/encouraged to move
Narrowing entrance to Bowbridge Lane to discourage its route as a rat run.
Traffic must go direct to the A52 from an Orston Lane site
Reduce congestion on Market St
Use vacated space for car park
Normanton Lane site ideal for housing
Better to put industry on site at Normanton and use Orston Lane for housing
Welcome the discouragement of HGVs through Normanton
Villages and HGVs don’t fit, move to Orston Lane may still find HGVs will continue
to drive through Bottesford
Vacated site could be used for relocated GP Surgeries with ample parking space
Frees up Walford Close for village centre parking
There would be an improvement to village life if fewer HGVs on Belvoir Road and
Market Street going to Normanton Lane.
Would Tip need to be relocated
Leave industry at Normanton Lane
Any expansion at Orston Lane not at Normanton Lane
Proposing an industrial area is not ‘villagey’
Development in Normanton would increase traffic through Bottesford and
Normanton villages
HGVs could then be routed to the western access to A52
Must not attract any more HGVs to Bottesford
Help to remove heavy traffic from the village.
Needs road access direct from A52 via arterial road
Access from A52 to Orston Lane needs consideration
Costly and what would be the future of the area, abandoned factories?
Reduction in HGVs using Market St and Storage Hanger in Normanton.
Should HGVs be going through Bottesford
My view would depend largely on what was intended on the freed up land on
Normanton Lane.
This would eliminate HGVs going up Market St – but why wait 25 years?
Normanton Lane estate would make a good area for extra housing.
Central.
Orston Lane low lying, road access more difficult [than Normanton Lane] and
potentially more disturbance for residents.
The companies in [Normanton Lane} are well established ; huge employers of
local labour. If pressurised they may even move from the village.
Nottingham side, Orston Lane, near to the A52.
Orston Lane extension of industrial site would destroy more agricultural land. Two
sites reduces the amount of traffic from one site.
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Access to Orston Lane not good
Flooding issues
Better to spread the sites otherwise we will get more HGVs using the village to
get from the A1 to Orston Lane.
We currently work from Normanton Lane, this statement is not correct
Changing traffic flows and road layouts will alleviate much of the problem
Cost prohibitive, where would funding come from.

Orston
Lane
Orston Lane
Industrial
Estate

Nottingham
Road
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Potential Development Sites
Having now considered your thoughts on the criteria for future building development within
the Parish please consider the potential development sites.
None of these sites have been chosen or selected by the Neighbourhood Plan Steering
Group or any council. They are the sites that have been put forward by landowners and
developers as possible sites for development. It is now our task to compare these sites
against the criteria and recommended the most and least appropriate places to build.

Comments from Questionnaire:Build on all of them!
Best locations are those in Normanton
Map lacks a key so do not know what is being suggested
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SECTION THREE – EASTHORPE, MUSTON & NORMANTON
The residents of the three smaller villages have raised specific issues.
Easthorpe Issue 1. Own Character & Identity
Historically the Separation Area between Easthorpe and Bottesford has been
considered very important in preserving Easthorpe’s sense of identity.
Statement: The Neighbourhood Plan should endeavour to protect Easthorpe as a
hamlet in its own right and help prevent it from being subsumed into Bottesford.
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

161

78

50

27

20

Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
Comments to both issues have been collected here under one heading Developments needed in Easthorpe
What do the people of Easthorpe want?
Concern over linking with Bottesford and Muston as one larger village
Development nearer the A52 will be subject to noise and fume nuisance
Improve Easthorpe Road junction with A52 to reduce traffic on Belvoir Road
Why is Easthorpe considered over Bottesford
A lot of people think Easthorpe is part of Bottesford
Use some of the land between the villages for development
Smaller homes useful, easier to reach Bottesford centre from Easthorpe without a
car.
Muston has more facilities than Easthorpe and Normanton
Merging villages not a problem, consider Beckingthorpe
E1 “It’s a reasonable expectation which would benefit both Easthorpe and
Bottesford residents.”
E1 There is no demarcation now.
E2 “I disagree, mainly because developers, (in this case David Wilson Homes)
have been less than honest about their intentions.”
E2 Should not be an estate, but why not part of Bottesford?
Older villagers may be able to cross easier but they are still a long way from
Bottesford
As the village has been separated perhaps those that live there might like it to
stay that way
The quiet distinctive character of Easthorpe is an asset to the whole parish.
As long as large character houses are built to reflect Easthorpes image why not
let it grow.
Remove ‘endeavour to’ in order to make statement stronger. Already considered
to be the same place
Easthorpe 2 would keep up with tradition
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Easthorpe Issue 2. Small growth
Easthorpe has grown slowly without estate-style development.
Statement: It would be acceptable to add a small number of the appropriate housing
to the hamlet of Easthorpe providing this housing is not in the form of an estate and
does not cause the hamlet to further merge with the village of Bottesford.
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

165

89

42

18

22

Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….

Muston Issue 1. Preserving the Village Character.
Muston has a specific nature with all housing running in a linear manner along its
roads and non-estate style development.
Statement: This approach to growth needs to be maintained.
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

161

81

63

16

12

Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
Comments to both issues have been collected here under one heading Muston needs 50 homes
More houses might mean a bus service
Why is Muston considered over Bottesford
M1 “This is for the people of Muston to decide.”
M1 Muston has to grow /change like the rest of the area.
M2 “A bridge between the two communities would be useful.”
M2 If the majority of people in Muston want this.
M2 Give Muston youngsters a safe trip to the Skate Park etc. – and older people.
M2 More buses through Muston needed.
Muston Residents have always had to cross the A52 to get to Bottesford
This sounds like a recommendation for ribbon development or infilling using
gardens within the old village, both unacceptable
The Sustrans proposal will not provide a road bridge and will draw users through
Easthorpe rather than the heart of Bottesford
Grow from within first and then linear to avoid the built up feel as people travel
through.
A bridge crossing in Bottesford would be better utilised and better for Vale access.
Limited options for a smaller number of people at Muston.
This is an essential feature of the hamlet and should be retained.
Connection to Bottesford is the most important issue facing Muston residents.
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Public open spaces add to character of Muston and should be retained.
Street scene in Muston particularly the southern portion should be protected
some interesting buildings and building styles there.
N o infilling of land to the rear of existing properties.
Footpath along Grantham Rd from A52 to Bottesford
Muston 1 is not a statement.
Muston 2 not been thought through, elderly in Muston could not walk to
Easthorpe

Muston Issue 2. Re-connecting Muston to the village of Bottesford.
Many of the Muston villagers spontaneously mention the isolation they feel because
of the by-pass cutting between the two villages, and because of the recent changes
in bus provision.
Statement: The Neighbourhood Plan should encourage plans, such as the Sustrans
bridge to help reconnect the people of Muston with the heart of Bottesford.
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

199

62

36

9

20

Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
Normanton Issue 1. Reduction of Traffic Speeds & Sizes
Many of the villagers spontaneously mention the speed and size of vehicles and
would look to the Neighbourhood Plan to help, where possible, to reduce both. The
Hamilton-Baillie advice has been to set up village “entrances” at either end of the
hamlet to make drivers more aware that they are entering a residential area.
Statement: This approach to speed reduction should be supported by The
Neighbourhood Plan.
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

252

48

26

4

1

Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
Comments to both issues have been collected here under one heading –
Narrow entrances or marked chicanes to slow traffic - Do same on Belvoir Road
Round-about into Hangar 9
Need a play park in Normanton
Gateways do not work and in time are ignored by drivers
HGVs should not be able to use the short cut to A1 via Bottesford and
Normanton
Survey of HG vehicles to identify source and destination.
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Develop Normanton Airfield. – local employment, Normanton By pass, reduced
need for infill, increased trade and affluence.
Police action on speeding vehicles
Road alignments are as for a trunk road soften edges and lines of sight (eg
Grantham Road would help reduce speed.
Normanton is awash with speed restriction signs and you rarely see anyone in the
street
It has been demonstrated that Normanton, Grantham Road and Belvoir Road
have the fastest traffic
Observed Normanton residents exceeding 30mph and then turning into their
drives
N1 “Speed bumps to slow vehicles down.”
N1 Rectory Lane a problem – partial one-way in n. direction,Station Rd for other
direction?
N1 Cars speed form Normanton and through Station Rd as a short cut. Dangerous
because of the blind bends and lack of pavement.
N1 Village action is not the answer, police need to be actively involved.
N2 “Drivers know full well they are in a residential area and choose to ignore the
fact.
N2 Regular speed traps and prosecution of offenders would greatly assist.”
N2 Development on the airfield would completely defeat this issue.
N2 Building on Normanton old airfield would provide great scope for innovation
and development
N2 Normanton needs guided /cohesive development to provide a sense of
community and has benefited in recent years when this has taken place. Building
on the airfield would defeat the sense of community
Normanton is not yet a village , if it wants more prominence locate housing there
with a shop and surgery concentrating much of the new housing.
Build additional houses to cement Normanton’s sense of community, Bottesford is
congested enough .
Speed limits are fine, problem is overweight HGVs
Normanton 2 is not a statement
This linear settlement is on a through road, Introduce spot fines for those
speeding.
Normanton 2 is a matter for Normanton Residents

Normanton Issue 2. A Sense of Community
The people of Normanton have recently put efforts into new signage and planters,
and a series of events in the hamlet to help build a sense of community cohesion
across the 45 homes, and to help remind drivers they are in a residential area.
Statement: This approach to community building should be supported by The
Neighbourhood Plan.
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

224

63

35

3

2
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Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….

SECTION FOUR – SERVICES, FACILITIES & ENERGY
The Neighbourhood Plan is rightly focused on building development but it will also give us
the opportunity to review other Services and Facilities in the Parish.
In general the Parish is well served with good quality and well-used facilities provided from a
range of different authorities and self-supported groups.
The Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group acknowledge the great work done by many of
these organisations and has focused on those facilities that are going through considerable
change at this time and are likely to go through more significant change over the next few
years.
Issue 1. Public Transport
Consultation has shown that the Public Transport serving the Parish is inadequate in
a number of areas. Particular needs identified are a bus service to Bingham and a
more frequent train service to Nottingham.
Statement: The provision of public transport (bus and rail) is inadequate for the
Parish needs.
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

294

39

18

3

0

Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
Service needed to Bingham and a usable service to Newark
Station too far away for a lot of villagers
Later and more frequent rail service to Nottingham
Buses to Bingham more accessible than more trains
Buses to Bingham if only on Thursday and Saturday
More trains stopping and a Sunday service
Why do trains stop at Aslockton but not Bottesford
People do not support bus services
Services must be reliable or they will not be used
Better rail service will reduce car use and traffic on A52
Not everyone owns a car or can drive.
Bus service to Grantham is poor
No bus shelters
Use of mini buses
Trains to Grantham must have a better tie in with London and northbound
connections.
Important to maximise the use of current services and then press for more.
Increased isolation for people who rely on Public transport
Lack of evening services
LCC seems to have no interest in supporting Bottesford, are they still not
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contributing.
Bingham bus urgently needed
Proven need to be established would it increase traffic through the village to the
station.
Buses pass Muston without passing through the village, a lot of residents will not
be able to drive in later life
It is inadequate for the needs of the existing population. The situation can only
worsen if the population increases.
Serious deterioration in public transport over the last 30 years – “Now we have
no link to Bingham which is the link to Nottingham. Two buses a week to Newark
– but not a bus back to Bottesford! Hourly to Grantham but nothing in the
evening. Not everyone has a car so the link to Bingham is especially necessary.
Transport had deteriorated as the village has expanded.”
There is no bus service to Normanton.
Timetables should be published clearly so that people are encouraged and know
when they can use the bus.
Carriages on the trains are insufficient for commuters.
Train times with a linked bus service would be an asset to commuters in the Vale.
Trains were faster in 1851
Improve connection timings on main line and linked with a bus service to the
Vale, Nottingham and Newark, particularly commuter times
We lose out because we are at the cusp of 3 counties and neglected by all three.
We are in Leicestershire yet this county has little relevance to us for transport
needs. We need an integrated East Midlands transport plan.
Bus to Newark needed
Bus service, nearly an hour to get to Bingham.
Bus stop at the junction of A52 and Grantham Rd as few buses go into the village
Better peak hours service and late night provision.
More frequent trains to Grantham, poor connections with London Trains,
especially in the evening
National problem unless subsidies raised for rural transport an answer is remote.
Community bus funded locally may be the answer.

Issue 2. Car Parking in Bottesford centre.
Through our consultation a number of people have mentioned the difficulties in
parking in the centre of the village, especially in Queen Street and the High Street.
Statement:
The Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group has considered a number of options. On
balance it is now our view that there is no place for a larger car park in the village and
that roadside parking remains the best option. As part of the review of the High Street
layout, better provision should be given to roadside parking within the village centre.
Do you agree nor disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

185

67

37

16

30
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Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
(also see 2.3 and 13)
Too many cars in Queen St
Use odd and even dates for either side parking
Better parking rather than more parking
Leave parking as it is, it reduces traffic speed
No consideration for people wishing to use their driveways
One way system on Queen St
Instigate a 30 minute parking limit, but who would monitor it
Spar should not have been grant planning permission with no car park
Do not forget householders in the village centre who do not have off road parking
and have to park on the roadside
Double yellow lines ignored as are ‘disabled’ parking spaces.
No parking 7am-10am outside Co-op, Zaros and Sids
Better signage for car park behind Co-op
Use area opposite V C Hall, relocate barrier
Adults to use their legs, children to walk to school
Yellow lines to reduce congestion in Albert St
Reconfigured Streetscape more likely to reduce congestion
Parking reduces through traffic speeds
Can painted car park spaces be provided on High St , Queen St and Nottingham
Road to discourage people parking on pavements.
Control parking in High St, yellow lines
School buses etc should use Barkestone Lane/A52 junction
Easier to shop in Bingham or Grantham, further shop needed in Grantham Road
Don’t encourage use of the car.
Excess parking on Granby Drive means Emergency vehicles cannot turn round
Improve Walford Close area to stop youth problem
Car park at rear of Spar
Use part of Red Lion car park
Central Parking for Shops
Sadly people will not walk far
People should be encouraged to walk and cycle with people priority over vehicles.
One way system for Albert/Queen Streets
Pay and display in Doctors car park
Reduce speed through villages to 20mph
Traffic Hazard at Bowbridge Lane/ Pinfold Lane/ Nottingham Road junction
Car parking needed near Methodist Church.
Primary school contractors protected the grass verge by the school and left it in
good condition, parents have parked on it and left it rutted could a lay- by and
kerbs be laid here.
Any new homes result in greater parking need.
Dropped kerbs to be single width only even if serving a double garage allowing
more cars to park for short periods
Investigate opportunities to provide parking on outskirts with land owners
cooperation
130 cars noted on Barkestone Lane taking children to school
Blue Badge /Residents parking only
Parking in Queen St. is a nightmare. It should be allowed only on one side of the
street. Many of those parking there live within walking distance.
Limiting car parking on High St. to one side only would help – easier for the buses
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to get through and safer for people crossing the road – or a zebra crossing near
the PO would be a boon to people with children crossing – and to the elderly.
Without creating a one-way system this seems impractical, High St and Queen St
already reduced to single track by roadside parking.
… stopping vehicles parking half on the footpath might be considered and
enforced.
Difficult parking should encourage people to walk to the shops if able.
Slots for the disabled.
Queen St and High St are residential roads – driveways / entrances should be
properly protected.
Roadside parking helps to slow down the flow of traffic through the village.
Pedestrian crossings would limit kerb space for parking
Consider residents parking needs on Queen St /High St
Parked cars inhibit views
Problem is selfish lazy people not the provision
One way system for Albert/Queen Streets
Enforcement of no parking on yellow lines
Parking one side of High St only should be considered
Walford Close Play area was originally part of the car park move the play area
closer to the Baptist church and reclaim the play area for car parking
Village streets are too narrow and pedestrians are being displaced by cars parking
on pavements. Solutions include exclusion of cars from some areas.
Parking by Spar already congested and possibly dangerous
Too many cars for shopping, dropping children off etc nowhere to park we are all
guilty.
How?
In a perfect world a large car park near the centre would be ideal.
One way system down Queen St and back up Albert St –which would allow better
development of junction opposite Barkestone Lane.
More policing of parking on Barkestone Lane, frequently on double yellow lines or
near junctions , exiting Barkestone Lane by car or on foot, hazardous.
Parking should be banned from dangerous spots
People who live close to the shops should be encouraged to walk

Issue 3. Car Parking at the Railway station.
Some people in Station Road and Beckingthorpe Drive are unhappy with cars being
parked on verges and along the streets.
Statement: The Neighbourhood Plan should recommend the extension and
improvement of the car park in front of the station.
Do you agree nor disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

247

83

15

5

4
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Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
Mark out parking spaces on the road by the Station
Grassed area within the station forecourt is a wasted space, put down hard
surface and mark car park spaces
Mostly used by out of village users, how do we control it.
Parking charges at the station.
Station too far away for a lot of villagers
Better bus service to Bingham might reduce parking at the Station
Station waiting room repaired and maintained and respected by users
Areas outside station and to level crossing present a poor first impression to
those arriving on the train
Bus stop is muddy and rutted, foot path required
I would strongly agree if there were more trains (mildly agrees)
Slight extension and improvement perhaps but, again many, perhaps most of
those parking will live within walking distance.
Important if the train service improves.
Could land be purchased to the n. side of the railway for parking? This would
eliminate traffic from Normanton coming into to the village to inadequate parking.
The grass in front of the station floods in winter.
Grass areas should be surfaced and parking extended. A parking charge levied?
It’s a feature of a rural station
Preserve rural character
Where could it be extended without ruining verges
Needs careful planning
As car parking is currently free perhaps a small charge would encourage a new
car park
Replace grassed area in front of station with hard standing.
Loss of green area on Station Road and who would fund it?

Issue 4. The Civic Amenities Site (The Tip).
Residents have expressed concerns that reduced hours and charges for nonresidents have reduced the service and increased fly-tipping.
Statement: As soon as possible we should return to regular hours and complete
services.
Do you agree nor disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

251

66

22

11

3

Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
You have to take paint pots to Leicester, ridiculous
Recycling should be free to all businesses
Leave opening times as they are rather than risk losing the facility
Winter times are OK
Return to full opening times
Authorities should work together and encourage use of closest recycling centre.
Witnessed increase in fly tipping e.g. old Muston Lane
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Largest village in Leicestershire but amenities have been reduced
“Has there been an increase in fly-tipping? Do many people find the site closed
and choose to fly tip rather than return at a later date?”
Happy with 5 days a week as this may save the tip from closure.
Problem at Bottesford site is caused by the Langar site closing.
Stop non-residents using the tip. Permits for local residents.
Cross-border agreements with neighbouring authorities.
MBC is committed to a policy of economic growth. MBC must accept that growth
produces waste and provide for it.
Cross border agreements
Charging non-residents probably not viable
Change closed days to Tues/Wed/Thurs
Present arrangement keeps Council Tax lower.
This is an essential service, removal of the service will lead to public health crisis,
social deprivation and environmental problem. Why pay council tax? Winter and
summer times seem to work well, no further reduction in times though.
If the tip is closed people will fly tip, no disposal route for half empty paint tins.
This is due to cuts in funding
All about cost, consider charges for use
Not a statement
Lucky to have this facility if we try to increase hours it may close

Issue 5. The Old School of Bottesford & The Library.
The next few years will be crucial to the success of the Community Library. Now is
the opportunity to review the whole of the Old School with a view to creating a new
central village hub with combined modern services: library, meeting rooms, etc.
Statement: The Neighbourhood Plan should encourage the development of a new
vision for the use of these buildings to maximise the usefulness of the space for the
residents of the Parish.
Do you agree nor disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

253

73

23

1

4

Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
Be certain of the need before investing further funds
There are 5 providers of meeting space within Bottesford
Combine with Belvoir High School
Utilise V C Hall more
What is a hub? We have the VC Hall
Keep area to rear of the library enclosed
VC Hall has better facilities need to be realistic as to what OS/L can provide
Firstly a Library
Not to be in competition with existing food establishments
Lots of money spent on Old School / Parish Office should we spend more
Commence Film nights
St Mary’s should be village centre, it is warm and has space for people to meet.
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Improvements paid for by fundraising
Don’t change at cost to character of building
Care needed as parking availability is already marginal.
Building is already being used in this way.
Library should be helped to develop the play area behind the library.
Promote the use of the Village Hall as well.
Increased population will bring increased demand – essential that financial
burden is not placed on the local volunteers.
LCC are reducing services yet more houses equals more revenue
Financial burden of running services should not be on local volunteers
Use for monthly meetings between residents and BPC /MBC
Do not turn into apartments
The business centre proposal is not acceptable. The devil will be in the detail of
what is proposed.
Should this close we would lose a traditional part of Bottesford
No off street parking which made it ideal as a youth club.
A central village hub on this busy junction doesn’t seem sensible.

Issue 6. The Skate Park.
Since its opening some 15 years ago the Skate Park has been a valuable asset,
particularly to the younger members of the Parish. The Skate Park is currently in
need of significant help and support.
Statement: The Neighbourhood Plan should encourage the on-going provision of
the Skate Park as an important local amenity.
Do you agree nor disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

223

68

44

12

6

Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
Many users are from outside the village
Involve users in fund raising. Should be self funding like most sports clubs
Users to put rubbish into bins or take it home
With investment Skate Park could be used for local and perhaps National
competitions bringing investment from outside the village
Proper car parking here would be useful
Looks a mess
More activities needed for young people
Litter from the Skate Park is thrown down the river bank despite the provision of
litter bins…
Users from outside of the village? Is it really a valuable asset for the younger
members of the Parish?
A shame that the new football facility and the skate park are so far apart.
Any development of more than one house should contribute to the skate park.
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High maintenance cost.
Difficulty in finding new parents to replace those withdrawing as their children
grow up.
Suspected anti social behaviour and drug use.
It brings trade to local shops improving their viability
What about a swimming pool
Providing upkeep is not put on Council Tax.
Keeps them out of mischief and boredom but I was never like them.
Sign on the main road says no dogs but field is used for dogs as sign only means
toddlers area? I can’t let my children play there. Please clarify (343)
Facility is well used and should be maintained unless funded by users it will be a
drain on the precept.

Issue 7. Sports Clubs and Land Use.
The Neighbourhood Plan recognises the value that Sports Clubs bring to the spirit,
character and health of the Parish. The Plan recognises also that land can be highly
sought after for building. The Football Pitch at the Village Hall and the Cricket Club
and Bowls Club are Protected Areas and cannot be built upon.
Statement: The Neighbourhood Plan should recognise the inherent value of the
sports clubs and should continue to protect this land from development. The Plan
should only favour development options that do not further adversely affect the
unique settings of these clubs and grounds.
Do you agree nor disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

318

23

6

3

2

Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
Better use of Belvoir High School fields
If land is leased, can it be protected in the future?
Gives a great community feel and a place for young people.
The Football pitch should be developed for downsize housing and parking.
New development adjacent Cricket Club will cause flooding issues to the cricket
area.
No development on these lands
The new football ground gives opportunities to locate new housing in this area
west of the village rather than infilling valuable space within the old village.
Development options to help to encourage new sports provision in the parish
All occupy special and highly protected positions
Opportunity missed on new football club premises on outskirts with no pedestrian
access.
Protect as public open spaces and that next to the VC Hall as informal
recreational space.
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Issue 8. St. Mary’s Church.
St Mary’s Church is spontaneously referred to by residents as the most important
building in the Parish and is one of the centres of village life.
Statement: Future planning and development must not reduce the significance of
this building.
Do you agree nor disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

304

26

18

1

2

Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
Keep the pews
Adequate parking needed in St Mary’s, lots of members are infirm.
The church is a key part of our village.
Frankly, from the number of people who use it, the Co-op is probably the most
important building in the Parish, but I agree that future planning must not
impinge upon the Church.
Reduce use of Duck crossing by HGVs
How many people use the Church, crib service and duck racing are well supported
Leave well alone.
Unique!
What could reduce its significance, one of the most important churches in the
County and the spire is visible for miles.

Issue 9. Renewable Energy
Over the past few years the community has been under increasing pressure to
consider plans for new forms of energy production.

Statement: The Neighbourhood Plan should resist the construction of Fracking
plants in the Parish and surrounding areas.
Do you agree or disagree with this statement?(please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

228

31

41

39

14
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Statement: The Neighbourhood Plan should resist the construction of large Wind
Turbines in the Parish and surrounding areas.
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

241

35

22

31

25

Statement: The Neighbourhood Plan should resist the construction of Solar Farms
in the Parish and surrounding areas.
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (please tick one)
Strongly
Agree

Mildly
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

118

60

58

66

49

Please use this space to give us any further thoughts about this issue….
Fracking will happen in this area within the next 10 years
Put Solar farms between Bottesford and Normanton
Normanton airfield ideal for wind turbines
Future generations will not want to rely on Fossil fuels
Solar cells can go on roofs, why cover agricultural land
Build houses with Solar cells installed
Solar cells in fields so designed to permit continued use as pasture
Solar farms on low impact land can be unobtrusive
Fracking needs investigation before condemning.
More accurate information needed about Fracking
Cites village surrounded by Solar Farms where there is now litigation.
All attempts should be made to produce low cost energy
Encourage Solar cells fitted on every ones roof.
Rather have solar farms next to my home than houses.
Preferable to sitting in the dark/cold in winter
We need energy security, solar has little impact
No more Wind Turbines, proven inefficient
Preference for Solar installations
Renewable energy needs to be a priority
Any of these as long as they are not close to villages.
In favour of renewable energy “but not in scenic areas.”
Use industrial buildings for solar panels.
Solar – ‘unobtrusive and quiet’ beneficial if residents were able to use some of the
energy.
Parish Council should make it mandatory for new homes to include solar energy
provided by the builders ( in a written contract).
This small parish cannot accommodate such intrusive features.
Solar – depending on siting and quality of agricultural land lost.
Langar is developing a community Solar installation
Not even single wind turbines
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Solar installations relatively unobtrusive but potential electricity produced should
not be out of balance with the cost of imported food due to land being lost to
agriculture
Solar farms hidden by hedges
Fracking sites could be located on Barkestone Lane or the airfield providing
fracking was found to be environmentally acceptable.
Solar farms the least intrusive if we have to accept one of these.
We can’t resist every form of renewable energy, solar farms are least intrusive.
Encourage residents to put panels on their roof although Government has taken
away the incentives for this.
No to fracking, small scale solar farms on village outskirts OK , Turbines OK as
long as they are well out of the village
Would rather have turbines and solar panels that a polluting power station
Future is with renewable energy so within reason these forms of energy will need
to be used
Negative statements what will be used for energy in 30 years -Thermal Ground
heat, charging facilities for electric vehicles in village and on by pass?
Solar panels to be compulsory on all new build, residential and commercial
considered in the same way as water, gas sewerage etc and provided as
infrastructure. If this was proposed by every Parish, Borough and County
preparing plans it might gain support and help the looming energy crisis

And finally, SECTION FIVE…..
Do you have any further matters that you would like the Neighbourhood Plan
Steering Group to consider in the writing of the Plan for the Parish of
Bottesford? Please outline below?
Learn from mistakes
Fleming Ave- log burning stoves causing smoke nuisance
Speeding in Nottingham Rd needs controlling
Station Road 30mph signage
More focus should be given to commercial character
Increased traffic and too close to A52 –Air pollution
Improve Belvoir Rd bridge over Winterbeck
Will plan be ripped up in 5 years and new demands made
Bus shelters?
A52 bypass 50mph speed restriction and cameras.
First priority bus service to Bingham
Reflections on the replies in general:
Many negative responses to the Belvoir Rd development
Great concern about parking problems and congested traffic at school times.
Suggests that Bottesford has too small a centre to cope with significant
expansion?
Flooding is seen as a significant issue.
Little concern with environmental issues / sustainability.
Interesting /challenging comments on the Village Hall field.
Informed comments about architecture and design.
Parts of Station Rd becoming increasingly dangerous (speeding, poor lighting,
blind corners). Many schoolchildren use this route.
The survey concentrates too much on future building sites and not enough on
improvements – car parking, road layouts and supporting amenities.
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Protect views of existing residents.
Smaller developments preferred to large.
Airfield site would require its own infrastructure to create a viable residential area.
Plans would have to be co-ordinated with adjacent authority.
Site map annotated – airfield, out of reach for Normanton. N of railway line site –
beyond the railway which divides Normanton from Bottesford.
Dog Fouling, what can be done about it?
Reference to BAGS work on flooding
A52 is not fit to live by with its concrete surface
Speeds on Barkestone Lane up to the school are unacceptable
Local amenities must be improved before any extra housing is considered
Bottesford has become a planning mess but there is much of the old village open
space and character that must be retained. If we must have new houses why
protect Muston, Easthorpe and Normanton. Build at Normanton and on
Nottingham Road by the football grounds.
Making sure developers listen and respond to local concerns will be a big
challenge.
Many ‘statements are not statements and must be clearly understood without
reference to other information.
Little mention of protection or enhancing natural environment or importance of
planting to soften developments
Muston needs improved transport to Bottesford, Bingham and Grantham,
improved internet connection. Feel that Muston is forgotten in Bottesford’s grand
designs
Most of the statements are about now and not considering future requirements
Ageing population, provision of care facilities, identify sites for adaption, warden
controlled new build within a larger development.
Bottesford is well supplied by clubs and associations providing buildings which can
be hired with most having good parking provision. These premises are provide by
club members with little if any help from the precept
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Appendix C: Residents Response to Reg 14 Questionnaire 2020

Policy 1: Sustainable Development and the Village Envelopes

Comments

Recent development on Normanton Lane has hardly maintained a physical boundry of village envelopes
Care needs to be made to maintain village seperations

Agree hence focus on justifcation for significant
green gaps

I agree with the points above but question whether the village envelopes are in the right places and I
don't think there has been enough consultation on this point.

The Village Envelopes follow the existing built form
of the village and include the site allocations in the
adopted Local Plan
The Village Envelope is intended to show the site
allocations which includes this area as it is an
allocated site in the MBC Local Plan. A NP cannot
promote less development than set out in strategic
policies for the area or undermine those policies these allocated major development sites are
strategic policy. ‘Neighbourhood plans should not
promote less development than set out in the
strategic policies for the area, or undermine those
strategic policies ‘ and footnote 16
‘Neighbourhood plans must be in general
conformity with the strategic policies contained in
any development plan that covers their area.’ NPPF
Para 29
Points are addressed as part of the Reg 14
tabulated response (see responder 1)

The village envelopes are not set in the correct places. The north bank of the Devon to the West of Devon
Farm should be outside the village envelope because, the Devon forms a natural boundary and the land
beyond is 'valuable agricultural land', 'open countryside' and an area of natural biodiversity. The inclusion
of the land within the envelope is made worse by the fact it has not been included as a 'Significant Green
Gap', despite its very obvious cherished status as characterful landscape, with its rig and furrows, open
meadow views of St Marys (the finest in Bottesford, and strangely neglected in the Plan) and the fact that
it has the longest pastoral footpath exiting the village.

The document is significantly flawed - please see separate supporting email.
The vast majority of Bottesford residents do not want large developments such as Rectory Farm

Recent planning submissions in Easthorpe and Bottesford fail to maintain openness.
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The NP cannot seek to restrict strategic policy these allocated major development sites are
strategic policy
Agree that they encroach on the openness hence
focus in the NP on identifying the significant green

It is not true that "This plan has been put together by a representative group of residents that have
consulted with residents." There was promises of consultatiopn which never took place.
There has been no adequate consultation about development which has already started. Bottesford is not
represented proportionally in this which seems to favour the idea of keeping development out of the
outlying villages. Bottesford is just being turned into a dormatory town with associated requirements for
commuting, added pollution in increased risk on some roads. Normanton road by the church is already a
danger to pedestrians and with existing traffic it is dangerous to cross over between pavements. This will
only get worse as we get unwanted development.
The 130 page plan we are asked to comment on is too big a document to comment on in one session and
this questionnaire times out and resets. This is my second attempt and really you should have made this
easier to deal with because constructive comment needs to have time to consider
I do not disagree with everything in the plan but having spent some time making a contribution only to
have to start again I give up.
I feel strongly that the individual character of the three settlements must remain separate, I do have
concerns that MBC have already made decisions that will substantially have a detrimental affect on this
policy.
There needs to be some clarification about what is meant by an 'infill site' limited to only one or two new
dwellings. Clearly the eastern part of the Devon Farm does not fit this category. It is part of an area
recommended by the BPNP professional consultants, CABE (Commission for Architecture and the Built
Environment) as suitable for development and recommended by the professional planning advisor to the
BPNP as suitable for development to allow some growth within a tight Village Envelope. It is also one of
the few areas in the parish not subject to risk of reservoir flooding - the cause of our major flood in 2001
Given its low food risk it would be ideal for bungalows and the BPNP should seek to ensure that several
are built in this area.
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gaps defined in MBC policy and providing more
evidence to demonstrate their contirbution to
reinforce the rural character or the parish.
The NP steering group was made up of residents of
the village and parish councillors. The NP cannot
seek to restrict strategic policy - these allocated
major development sites are strategic policy but
the NP seeks to provide more detail to assist
developers in understanding the character of the
area to inform their design of the new
development. The Plan was consulted on in
accordance with the statutory Neighbourhood Plan
2012 Regulations.
This respondent was asked if they wished to
provide a separate response – there was no ‘time
out’ system on the online response and the survey
could be saved and returned to.
This concern is noted and understood the NP seeks
to take some control over the appearance of new
development but the site allocations have already
been agreed by MBC.
The proposed development footprint of BOT 3 has
been extended to the east to include this area. The
NP agree that this is a good location for dwellings
for people with limited mobility. The revised
boundary of BOT 3 has been added to the NP for
clarification.

While we agree with all this points, we are bit puzzled as to how each of them is measured. For example
any sort of development is likely to impact biodiversity to a degree. So how do we quantify the verb
‘minimises’?
Do the developments already in hand really meet these criteria? They use areas of land added to the
margin of the village envelope specifically to accommodate them, a bit of a fudge. If you can hold
planners to this village envelope for 15 or more years you’ll be lucky! I think developers will steamroller
over it.
On p.24, Map 6 Muston, I notice that Hospital Farm is not within the village envelope, even though it is a
historical site of great heritage value. Another historic building and locations left out of the Muston
envelopes is the old (C18th) farmhouse at the SE limit of Muston (used to be Calcraft’s Farm, not sure of
its present name) - surely these are mistakes that should be put right.

It would appear that the preparation of BPNP is too late as substantial damage to Bottesford Parish has
already taken place by the adoption of the Allocated Sites in MBC's Local Plan (see Table 2 and Map 2)
All developments should have landscaping and conservation of existing trees in their planning
applications
The Village envelope has already been well and truly breached with the developments off Belvoir Road
(The Wickets) and the developments in progress off Grantham Road and over the level crossing on
Normanton Road. Any further large scale developments would be detrimental to the existing residents of
Bottesford.
The key issue for me is the mitigation of vehicles in the village centre and safety of access to Nottingham
Road for commuters and residents. Several blind corners and junctions are present which are already
challenging for traffic with the industrial vehicles servicing the businesses on Orston Lane. Further stress
by increasing the number of journeys at this end of the village is I think very dangerous - cycling is already
challenging though this area.
I am therefore presuming that the Miller's View/Grantham Road/Rectory Farm (proposed) developments
are not within the village envelope?!
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Policy wording has been amended to provide
further clarification
The site allocations are an MBC policy and the NP
seeks to provide clarity and evidence to create
better designed development within the scope of
what is permissable in an NP.
Excluding these farms from the Village Envelope
means that other policies apply ie development in
the open countryside which is more restrictive.
Excluding them from the VE does not mean that
they will not be protected within the VE there will
be a presumption in favour of sustainable
development on the spaces around them (subject
to other policies applying)
The NP has to be inconformity with MBC policy and
cannot seek to restrict strategic policy - these
allocated major development sites are strategic
policy.
The NP seeks to protect existing trees were
possible and plant additionlal ones where
necessary
The VE has been drawn around these new
developments and site allocations .
Agree and noted. The NP identifies both the
congestion hot spots and the solutions identified in
the study Hamilton -Baillie: Place making, slower
speeds and safety in a bypassed village 2015.
The site allocations are all in the VE.

We must keep green areas between the villages and within the villages
There are three obvious concerns, whatever is decided. They are:- on the road parking, litter and drivers
exceeding posted speed limits. These issues are transparent and should be addressed before any grand
plans are initiated.

New Government planning proposals and the interminable delay in producing this plan will render it
redundant before it is approved.
Already the aim of maintaining openness and separation between village settlements is gone. Easthorpe
will be inextricably joined to Bottesford once the current developments are completed
30 MPH limit on Grantham Rd should be moved beyond Walkers Close as a result of new
development.(The Vale)
The Village envelope should remain as it is. Protecting Greenpeace and farmland.

Agreed – the planning issue is on road parking,
congestion and pedestrian safety the NP identifies
both the congestion hot spots and the solutions
identified in the study Hamilton -Baillie: Place
making, slower speeds and safety in a bypassed
village 2015 and identifies specific parts of the
historic centre where off streeet parking should be
provided as part of new development (see policy
13)
Noted
The NP identifies significant green gaps to
reinforce the importance of the gaps between the
settlements
Noted

The VE includes the site allocations and should
limit development beyond the boundary (subject
to MBC policies)
Suitable sustainable development is only to be expected I suppose but not these large scale building plots, Noted and the NP seeks to address this within the
the village cannot cope with the current level of traffic through the centre, parking is abysmal throughout scope of the NP which cannot promote less
and getting on to the A52 is a nightmare.
development than set out in strategic policies for
the area or undermine those policies (NPPF para
29)
we need more housing
The NP allows for the growth of Bottesford Parish
in accordance with MBC policy.
I agree in principal BUT conserving ridge and furrow areas should be mandatory. These are not considered The allocation of BOT 3 was agreed through the
to be significant enough to prevent development of the BOT3 site but are worthy of comment at the
Local Plan examination process and cannot be
Easthorpe site. Why is there a difference of approach? The proposed density of the development at BOT 3 readdressed (or removed) through the NP.
is not in keeping with the agricultural setting and surrounding properties. The proposed height of some of
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the houses will also be out of keeping with other properties nearby. This won't maintain and or enhance
the village but will detract from it.

I note that the field next to the village hall has been approved for the building of several dozen properties
which would seem to go against the plan objectives ?
Having lived in the village for 40 years I have seen nothing in the way of infrastructure improvements
when new housing has been or being built. No thought of the younger people we have in the village who
are leaving because of house prices.
There has been no improvement to the flooding issue, especially at Ducks Crossing.
With respect to access of local services and facilities, a complete overhaul of the road system in and
around the village needs to be addressed. I.E. The high street needs to be made a red route on one side.
More adequate parking facilities to be made available. Queen street, ?? perhaps a one way system
around the village.
The plan details have been around for about 6 years with no particular consultation of the parishioners.
Plans have been submitted and agreed and new sites are still coming in. If this plan had been agreed 6
odd years ago we would not have had all the problems we are now getting.

Damage already done. The envelope should never gone over the railway line.
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The field to the south is outside the VE, the fields
to the north are allocated sites BOT 1 in the MBC
Local Plan
Agree re the traffic issue the findings of the
Hamilto Baillie Study are promoted in the NP and
Policy 13 does seek to address the issue of
congestion and parking on Queen Street.

The NP has been in progress since 2013 –
consultation on the NP was overtaken somewhat
by the Local Plan process and the activity in
objecting to the site allcoations. Once the site
allocations were approved in the adopted Local
Plan the NP seeks to provide detail about
character, design, environmental quality and
flooding to ensure that all development is designed
with an understanding of these issues.
Noted – the NP seeks to strengthen the landscape
policy to resisst future development on the north
of the railway line. The NP seeks to protect the
dismantled railway line as an important boundary
to the west.

Appendix D Poster from Reg 14 Consultation
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